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THE CHOICE NEIGHBORHOODS INITIATIVE: A 
NEW COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT MODEL 

TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 2012 

U.S. SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HOUSING, TRANSPORTATION, AND 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, 
COMMITTEE ON BANKING, HOUSING, AND URBAN AFFAIRS, 

Washington, DC. 
The Subcommittee met at 10:40 a.m. in room SD–538, Dirksen 

Senate Office Building, Hon. Robert Menendez, Chairman of the 
Subcommittee, presiding. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ROBERT MENENDEZ 
Senator MENENDEZ. Good morning, and let me say we are sorry 

we are starting a few minutes late. We had a conference call with 
several parties, and it lasted a little longer than I had expected. 

The hearing of the Senate Banking Committee’s Subcommittee 
on Housing, Transportation, and Community Development will ex-
amine the Choice Neighborhoods Initiative, both as it has been en-
acted through appropriations thus far and as it is proposed in my 
bill, the Choice Neighborhoods Initiative Act of 2011, S. 624. 

Among the issues considered will be how the program differs 
from its predecessor, the HOPE VI program; how it could be im-
proved; how cost-effective Choice Neighborhoods and HOPE VI are 
in terms of outcomes for families and neighborhoods and grantees’ 
planning and implementation activities on the ground in our local 
communities. 

Choice Neighborhoods aims to revitalize severely distressed com-
munities of concentrated poverty which are often marked by high 
crime and unemployment rates, health disparities, struggling 
schools, and faltering civic institutions. Built on a foundation of 
over 15 successful years of bipartisan HOPE VI, Choice Neighbor-
hoods embodies the best of HOPE VI, but builds on it by asking 
grantees to develop plans for integrated supports for residents, en-
suring high-quality educational opportunities for children, access to 
transportation and jobs, and providing health options and job read-
iness skills for families. Moreover, Choice Neighborhoods expands 
HOPE VI redevelopment techniques to aid in providing redevelop-
ment of private federally assisted properties alongside public hous-
ing, and there is huge demand for the program with local applica-
tions far outstripping the funds available for it. 

All Americans should enjoy equal opportunity and access to af-
fordable housing in safe neighborhoods. It is imperative that we 
continue to support Choice Neighborhoods as it provides long-term 
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viability for families and communities nationwide. I look forward to 
hearing from the witnesses as they discuss their experiences with 
HOPE VI and Choice Neighborhoods and the potential of Choice 
Neighborhoods as a practical, cost-saving solution to redevelopment 
of distressed housing and neighborhoods that leverage private, non-
profit, and local resources to a much greater degree. 

We are thrilled to have a host of witnesses. We are going to start 
off with the Honorable Sandra Henriquez, who is the Assistant 
Secretary for Public and Indian Housing at the U.S. Department 
of Housing and Urban Development. As part of the senior leader-
ship team at HUD, Ms. Henriquez oversees the Nation’s public 
housing, rental assistance programs, and Native American and Na-
tive Hawaiian programs. She is the past administrator and chief 
executive officer of the Boston Housing Authority and the past 
president and director of the Council of Large Housing Authorities. 

With that, Madam Secretary, we appreciate your appearance. We 
would ask you to synthesize your statement for about 5 minutes. 
Your full statement will be entered into the record, and please pro-
ceed. 

STATEMENT OF SANDRA HENRIQUEZ, ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
FOR PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING, DEPARTMENT OF HOUS-
ING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT 

Ms. HENRIQUEZ. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is good 
to be here, and thank you for this opportunity to discuss how the 
Choice Neighborhoods program uses proven tools to transform 
neighborhoods by revitalizing not just public housing but all kinds 
of federally supported housing in poor neighborhoods. 

Today I want to describe the need for authorizing Choice Neigh-
borhoods, how it builds on the progress of the HOPE VI program, 
and how at a time when our national economy is growing it helps 
local leaders turn around distressed neighborhoods that are critical 
to helping regional economies rebound. 

In less than 2 years, this program has already had great success 
helping communities tackle housing distress and leveraging private 
dollars. I am particularly grateful for the leadership that you have 
shown, Mr. Chairman, in sponsoring legislation that would author-
ize Choice Neighborhoods formally. 

As local leaders continue to dig their communities out of the 
worst recession since the Great Depression, we recognize that the 
cost of poverty, particularly concentrated poverty, to our society 
and to our economic future is high. Today more than 10 million 
people live in neighborhoods of concentrated poverty—surrounded 
by disinvestment, failing schools, troubled housing, and, worst of 
all, virtually no path to opportunity for themselves or for their chil-
dren. And that is why this Administration has pursued Choice 
Neighborhoods, which builds on the HOPE VI public housing revi-
talization program pioneered by HUD Secretaries Jack Kemp and 
Henry Cisneros. 

With strong bipartisan support, HOPE VI has created more than 
90,000 housing units in healthy, mixed-income communities that 
were once troubled by distressed public housing, leveraging twice 
the Federal investment with additional private capital and raising 
the average income of residents by 75 percent or more. 
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Chairman Menendez, HOPE VI changed the face of public hous-
ing in America, but in many neighborhoods that is simply not 
enough. In Little Rock, Arkansas, a struggling neighborhood just 
southeast of the downtown area is being challenged by both a se-
verely distressed public housing development, Sunset Terrace, as 
well as a severely distressed 50-unit HUD-assisted, project-based 
Section 8 development, Elm Street. Both properties have deterio-
rating foundations and structures, electrical and plumbing prob-
lems, and the surrounding neighborhood is affected by high crime, 
poor schools, and widespread vacancy. 

In the past, this neighborhood would have presented a worst-case 
situation for HUD because two separate and distinct HUD program 
areas were contributing to its deterioration. With HOPE VI, the 
community could have redeveloped the public housing property, but 
the Elm Street housing development in Little Rock would have 
been out of reach simply because it was subsidized by a different 
program at HUD. 

Now, we all know that residents do not make the distinction be-
tween public housing and project-based Section 8. Communities do 
not make that distinction, and those who engage in criminal activ-
ity certainly do not make that distinction. And 3 years ago, the 
only one making that distinction was HUD, but with Choice Neigh-
borhoods, we are not anymore. 

Indeed, having secured a Choice Neighborhoods Planning Grant, 
the Little Rock Housing Authority is partnering with the owner of 
the HUD-assisted development to engage city and civic leaders in 
turning around the neighborhood. Choice builds on HOPE VI by 
recognizing that the problem of high concentrations of distressed 
housing in a single neighborhood of concentrated property is not 
limited solely to public housing. Indeed, we are not only hearing 
this from private owners, but we hear it from public housing au-
thority executive directors, from mayors, residents, and other lead-
ers across the country. They are telling us that Choice Neighbor-
hoods is exactly the kind of catalytic tool they need to revitalize 
distressed neighborhoods with the flexibility local leaders want and 
need to address their specific challenges, from improving neighbor-
hood infrastructure to ensuring high-quality, early learning oppor-
tunities for children. They know that Choice Neighborhoods funds 
leverage significant dollars from the private and public sector. Al-
ready the $122 million in implementation grants that we have 
made thus far has leveraged a combined $1.6 billion, over 13 times 
their total grant award, with more to come as the redevelopment 
work accelerates. 

Mr. Chairman, that is real and serious return on the Federal in-
vestment, but that is not all that Choice Neighborhoods leverages. 
Indeed, at a time when Federal dollars are precious, Choice Neigh-
borhoods has been critical to strengthening taxpayer dollars fur-
ther. In Seattle, a $10 million grant is leveraging $32 million from 
the Seattle Department of Transportation to ensure families can 
get to and from work, while Boston is leveraging $350,000 in work-
force investment funds to ensure residents can get the job training 
they need to be part of the 21st century economy. 

New Orleans’ grant is leveraged nearly $1 million from Head 
Start and another half million from a federally qualified health 
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center so children can get the quality education and care they need 
to grow up healthy. 

In San Antonio’s Eastside neighborhood, where almost half of the 
area’s residents live in poverty and drop out of school, Choice is 
working in concert with the Department of Education’s Promise 
Neighborhoods program. As the city’s Choice Neighborhoods plan-
ning grant helps the city plan to revitalize Wheatley Courts public 
housing, its Promise Neighborhoods grant will help improve 
schools. It is the same consortium of local and partner institutions 
at the table that are building a vision, a shared vision for this 
work, and this funding ensures public, private, and nonprofit part-
ners are all working together to provide good schools and quality 
learning opportunities in the center of these neighborhoods. 

It is about attacking interconnected challenges with comprehen-
sive proven tools. It is about understanding that local problems re-
quire locally driven solutions. It is about understanding that the 
Federal Government can serve as an effective supporting partner. 
It is about making taxpayer dollars go as far as they can. But, fun-
damentally, it is about making sure every American gets a fair 
shot, whoever they are, wherever they live. That is what Choice 
Neighborhoods is all about. That is why we ask Congress to author-
ize this program, and that is why I am so appreciative of this op-
portunity to appear before you today. 

Thank you and I look forward to your questions. 
Senator MENENDEZ. Well, thank you very much for that over-

view. 
Let me just take advantage that you are here and we are devel-

oping a record to ask you some questions, and I think you in some 
respects touched upon this, but I want to hone in for our colleagues 
who will be reading the transcript. How does Choice Neighborhoods 
represent a new model of community development compared to 
HOPE VI? 

Ms. HENRIQUEZ. Thank you for the question. As you know, 
HOPE VI really was limited only for housing authorities to apply 
and really looked at revitalizing the footprint of the existing public 
housing developments. And the revitalization efforts beyond that 
footprint might have been able to be accomplished, but not nec-
essarily with the same strength and vitality we see coming out of 
the Choice Neighborhoods program. 

Choice differs in that it takes the lessons we have learned from 
housing authorities in their creativity in their local levels, but 
takes it a step further so that there are more partners at the table. 
Not only housing authorities can apply, but project-based Section 
8 multi-family owners can apply, city governments can apply, and 
it really builds a comprehensive shared vision for community rein-
vestment and revitalization, looking beyond the public housing or 
the single housing site footprint. 

It makes sure that the commitment is shared, the resources are 
shared, and, therefore, those resources will go further and have a 
greater impact in revitalizing well into the community neighbor-
hood in which those properties are located. 

Senator MENENDEZ. Now, in your testimony you referred to 
leveraging, which I appreciate. In that context, can you explain the 
importance of partnerships to the success of Choice Neighborhoods. 
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Ms. HENRIQUEZ. Partnerships are vitally critical, and through 
this process we have learned at HUD to be a better partner, to sup-
port visions of local government and communities. But, indeed, if 
you start really talking about what Choice brings to the table, it 
is to have people talking at the local level who maybe did not do 
that before to get investment, to figure out where people’s indi-
vidual resources are in a community, and bring them together in 
a conversation so that everybody then understands we are serving 
a similar constituency, but we want to make sure that our dollars 
are going further and we understand better as a community at the 
local level what a community needs to be healthy, all the things 
that we all take for granted, or many of us take for granted: good 
education, good public transportation, safety on our streets. All of 
what we would call the infrastructure, the backbone, and the 
amenities that one would find in any well-developed community, 
that is what we are trying to return to distressed communities 
through the Choice Neighborhoods program. 

Senator MENENDEZ. And in your examples of successful 
leveraging or investments under the Choice Neighborhoods pro-
gram created a ripple effect, would those have taken place but for 
Choice Neighborhoods, the likelihood of that? 

Ms. HENRIQUEZ. The likelihood is that they would not have. We 
have seen some leveraging in the HOPE VI program. We see prob-
ably it is 2:1 or 3:1 in terms of the Federal investment. On the 
Choice side, we are already seeing 13 times. 

I work to stress, though, that some of the leveraging and the 
benefits we will not see. They will continue to build. You will see 
better health outcomes, better education outcomes, more economic 
independence for residents in those communities. And so the ripple 
effect will be larger, longer, and stronger. 

Senator MENENDEZ. That precipitates what was my next ques-
tion. Can you give us examples of how this can improve cost-effec-
tiveness? I would assume those are elements of it, the ones you just 
described. 

Ms. HENRIQUEZ. They are. We believe that with these kinds of 
improvements and investments, you will do a number of things. 
You will revitalize not just the neighborhood where that Choice 
Neighborhoods grant is being implemented. You will continue a 
conversation on the ground. You will see reinvestment from the 
private sector coming back into other parts of that community. You 
will see, we believe, economic vitality, businesses reinvesting in 
those neighborhoods. We are just not sure of all of what you will 
see. We think that it will be to the level of something we will be 
measuring 10, 15, 20 years from now and beyond. 

Senator MENENDEZ. Which then brings me to my final set of 
questions. In HUD’s experience, what has been the local demand 
for programs like Choice Neighborhoods? And how many applicants 
are there, and how much is HUD able to fund? 

Ms. HENRIQUEZ. We funded five implementation grants this 
past—a year ago. I think we had over 100 applications for that. 
We, therefore, right now have funded a total in 2 years of 30 plan-
ning grants so that local neighborhoods can start the conversation 
to get themselves ready to apply for an implementation grant. We 
have given 30 of those out, and we have had hundreds of inquiries 
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and applications for those limited numbers of planning grants as 
well. And the demand keeps building. 

Senator MENENDEZ. One of our panelists on this next panel will 
say that this is actually a fairly small program and question 
whether or not that is of value considering that, among other 
issues. Are there benefits that accrue to applicants who apply for 
Choice Neighborhoods grants but do not get one? 

Ms. HENRIQUEZ. I would say undeniably yes. While it is a rel-
atively small program, the leveraging and the amount of other pri-
vate and public sector dollars that come into the arena for revital-
ization keeps multiplying and multiplying and multiplying. The 
benefit of having planning grants even if those communities are 
not successful in getting an implementation grant is that the con-
versation and the shared vision and the shared planning moving 
forward really helps those communities begin to identify and lever-
age other kinds of programs and other kinds of dollars that they 
might not have thought about before, and they can do lots of that 
work with very little funding and at least identify the direction in 
which as a community they want to move. And as resources become 
identified, they can put those resources toward that shared vision. 
And I think that that is a huge benefit to begin the conversation 
and to get everybody at the table thinking about how they want all 
of their citizens to live. 

Senator MENENDEZ. Well, I appreciate your testimony. In your 
testimony you say we can predict outcomes in health, education, 
and economic outcomes of children based on zip code. 

Ms. HENRIQUEZ. That is correct. 
Senator MENENDEZ. And it seems to me that that is a pretty sad 

reality. We should live in a Nation in which the happenstance of 
what zip code you live in is not the determinant of where you will 
end up in life. 

Ms. HENRIQUEZ. We wholeheartedly agree. 
Senator MENENDEZ. And so I look forward to working with you 

in this one area. This is only one of many, but one area that I think 
we can, for a relatively small amount of money, make a big dif-
ference. 

Thank you very much for your testimony and for your leadership. 
Ms. HENRIQUEZ. Thank you very much. 
Senator MENENDEZ. With that, let me introduce our next panel, 

and I will ask them to come up as the Secretary leaves with the 
thanks of the Committee. 

Ms. Maria Maio is the Executive Director of the Jersey City 
Housing Authority, which has more than 2,500 public housing 
units, more than 3,900 rental vouchers, and three HOPE VI demo-
lition and revitalization programs. Ms. Maio has over 40 years of 
professional experience—because she was taken from the crib to 
start in this field—in planning, developing, financing, admin-
istering, and managing assisted housing in Jersey City. I have 
known her for a very long time, and I appreciate her coming from 
New Jersey to give us an on-the-ground perspective how Choice 
Neighborhoods is working in Jersey City. I appreciate your leader-
ship. It has just been extraordinary. 

Dr. Susan Popkin is the Director of the Urban Institute’s Pro-
gram on Neighborhoods and Youth Development. Dr. Popkin’s re-
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search has focused on the impact of the changes in housing policy 
over the past decade on the lives of the most vulnerable public and 
assisted housing families, including the HOPE VI panel study, the 
first large-scale systematic look at outcomes for families relocated 
from public housing. We welcome you to the Committee. 

Dr. Anthony Sanders is a Distinguished Professor of Finance in 
the School of Management at George Mason University, a Senior 
Scholar at the Mercatus Center, and he has been before the Com-
mittee many times, and we appreciate him coming back with us 
again. 

Mr. Paul Weech is the Executive Vice President for Policy and 
Member Engagement at the Housing Partnership Network. He has 
served as Vice President for mission strategy execution at Fannie 
Mae, Chief of Staff at the United States Small Business Adminis-
tration, Staff Director for the Subcommittee on Housing and Com-
munity Development for this Committee—which is the most signifi-
cant of all the Subcommittees—and Senior Analyst for housing and 
credit for the U.S. Senate Committee on Budget. We welcome you 
back to the Senate as well. 

Mr. Egbert Perry is the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of 
the Integral Group, a full-service development and real estate advi-
sory and investment management firm. Mr. Perry has provided the 
entrepreneurial leadership and vision to grow the firm into a lead-
ing innovator in the field of mixed-use and mixed-income develop-
ments as well as a driving factor in creating private-public partner-
ships that create opportunity for development and redevelopment 
in underserved communities. 

Let me welcome you all to the Committee. In the order in which 
I introduced you, starting with Ms. Maio, I will ask you to summa-
rize your statement in about 5 minutes. All of your full statements 
will be included in the record, and with that, we welcome you. 

STATEMENT OF MARIA MAIO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, JERSEY 
CITY HOUSING AUTHORITY 

Ms. MAIO. Thank you, Chairman Menendez. I greatly appreciate 
your invitation and am honored to be here today to testify before 
the Subcommittee. 

As you are aware, the Jersey City Housing Authority received 
one of the first 2010 Choice Neighborhoods planning grants and 
now is in the midst of preparing an application for a Choice Neigh-
borhoods Implement Grant. 

As has been mentioned, Choice Neighborhoods builds upon the 
model and achievements of the HOPE VI program. HOPE VI has 
transformed communities by turning severely distressed public 
housing into mixed-income, mixed-use, and revitalized communities 
that serve as long-term assets in their neighborhoods. HOPE VI 
has led the way in establishing new partnerships and leveraging 
additional resources. HOPE VI has also been a pioneer and labora-
tory for neighborhood place-based redevelopment. This has been 
true for us. 

The Jersey City Housing Authority has been awarded three 
HOPE VI Revitalization Program grants, which have resulted in 
730 constructed units and 275 planned units in mixed-income com-
munities including public housing, affordable, and market-rate 
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units. Our HOPE VI communities have served as a model for devel-
oping quality sustainable affordable housing, which has been ap-
plauded by City, State, and Federal officials and residents of public 
housing and the broader community and imitated by private and 
not-for-profit developers. 

Our HOPE VI programs met the goals of rebuilding severely dis-
tressed public housing, deconcentrating poverty, leveraging non- 
Federal funds—for us $3 for every dollar of HOPE VI—and pro-
viding higher-quality, efficient affordable housing with reduced op-
erating costs through the physical transformation to mixed-income 
developments and a Community and Supportive Services Program 
that focused on self-sufficiency initiatives, with a major goal of re-
ducing unemployment. 

The HOPE VI program also began the organizational trans-
formation of the Jersey City Housing Authority from property man-
ager to developer. Today the housing authority is regarded as the 
major affordable housing developer in the city. Severely distressed 
public housing has been replaced with lower-density housing that 
complements the existing neighborhood, new developments that are 
community assets, and attracting a diverse economic resident popu-
lation in well-maintained housing. Critics of the stereotyped public 
housing have become the strongest supporters of our HOPE VI de-
velopments. 

Much of the success of our HOPE VI program is the result of our 
strong commitment to Section 3 local hiring initiatives. To date, 
500 public housing/local residents have been hired and $22 million 
has been targeted to Minority Business Enterprises. To date, 66 
percent of the public housing units in HOPE VI developments have 
been leased to former relocatees. But perhaps the best indication 
of success comes from a public housing resident who returned to a 
HOPE VI development and expressed how her child can ‘‘sleep in 
peace, I don’t hear gun shots in the middle of the night.’’ 

Whereas the major HOPE VI focus was on addressing severely 
distressed public housing, Choice capitalizes on the strengths of in-
stitutions and assets of the neighborhood, convenes all neighbor-
hood stakeholders and encourages their input, and pulls together 
disparate developments in various stages to plan and implement a 
singular comprehensive neighborhood transformation plan through 
tried-and-true successful public-private partnerships. 

The Choice Neighborhood Initiative will allow us to expand on 
our successful public-private partnerships to develop a comprehen-
sive plan for a neighborhood that includes the transformation of 
Montgomery Gardens, our remaining high-rise family development 
within the broader McGinley Square-Montgomery Corridor Neigh-
borhood. Montgomery Gardens is currently perceived as a liability 
to further renewed investment in the neighborhood. 

Perhaps most importantly, the transformation of Montgomery 
Gardens to a new Choice community that guarantees one-for-one 
replacement housing, ensures that the inevitable gentrification that 
will accompany market rate development will be addressed by the 
inclusion of affordable housing resulting in a quality mixed-income 
community. 

In closing, I thank you for the opportunity to testify today and 
am available for any questions. Thank you. 
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Senator MENENDEZ. Wow, you set a precedent. You still had a 
minute. 

Ms. MAIO. I know. 
[Laughter.] 
Ms. MAIO. I am from Jersey. 
[Laughter.] 
Senator MENENDEZ. Only the strong survive. All right. 
Dr. Popkin? No pressure for the rest of the panel. 
Ms. POPKIN. I do not know if I can match that. 

STATEMENT OF SUSAN J. POPKIN, PH.D., DIRECTOR, PRO-
GRAM ON NEIGHBORHOODS AND YOUTH DEVELOPMENT, 
URBAN INSTITUTE 

Ms. POPKIN. Senator Menendez, thank you for inviting me to ap-
pear here today. For the past 14 years, I have been studying the 
impact of the HOPE VI program on the original residents of public 
housing projects that are demolished and replaced. While most of 
my research has focused on Chicago, I have conducted research in 
13 HOPE VI sites around the country. The testimony I present 
here today draws from four major studies: the HOPE VI Panel 
Study, which tracked residents from five sites across the country; 
the Chicago Panel Study; the Chicago Family Case Management 
Demonstration; and the new HOST Demonstration. 

The three main takeaways from this research are: 
Because of HOPE VI redevelopment, most former residents now 

live in better housing and neighborhoods that are considerably less 
poor and dramatically safer than their original distressed public 
housing communities. 

HOPE VI was less successful in helping families improve their 
economic circumstances and was not a solution for the most vulner-
able households. 

Our subsequent research makes clear that many families require 
more intensive, better coordinated services and that comprehensive 
community redevelopment efforts seeking to improve the well-being 
of all residents in distressed neighborhoods will need to provide in-
tensive services that intentionally target both vulnerable children 
and adults. 

HOPE VI was at its core a housing intervention, and there is no 
question that the program changed the face of public housing and 
succeeded in its goal of improving residents’ life circumstances. Our 
studies find that the majority of families have experienced mean-
ingful improvement in their housing and overall quality of life as 
a result of HOPE VI redevelopment, even though most residents 
have not moved back to the new, mixed-income communities. Most 
residents are living in communities that are less poor and dramati-
cally safer. For example, after relocation, the proportion of respond-
ents in our study who rated violence—shootings, attacks, and sex-
ual assault—as big problems in their communities declined by 
more than 50 percent. The benefits of these improvements in safety 
are profound, with residents reporting significantly lower levels of 
anxiety and fear and describing being able to sleep better and feel-
ing comfortable letting their children play outside. 

But this research also highlights the significant challenges that 
remain, particularly residents’ shockingly poor health and persist-
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ently low levels of employment, problems that will require more in-
tensive, focused interventions. At every age level, HOPE VI Panel 
Study respondents are more likely to describe their health as fair 
or poor than other adults and to report suffering from a range of 
chronic, debilitating conditions, including arthritis, asthma, obe-
sity, depression, diabetes, hypertension, and stroke. The mortality 
rate for these residents was stunningly high—more than twice that 
of the general population. 

In addition to providing an improved living environment, HOPE 
VI sought to help residents attain self-sufficiency. However, our re-
search shows that employment rates have remained persistently 
low, averaging just under 50 percent. Physical and mental health 
problems, particularly mobility limitations, are by far the biggest 
barrier to employment. 

Many residents who leave public housing struggle to make ends 
meet. Our studies show that many are forced to make tradeoffs be-
tween paying their rent and keeping up with utility payments and 
even affording food for their families. 

The HOPE VI program was not a solution for the most vulner-
able former residents, the subset of hard-to-house families who 
make up a large share of the population in distressed public hous-
ing and struggle with multiple complex problems like physical and 
mental health problems, low levels of educational attainment, weak 
labor force attachment, substance abuse, and domestic violence. 

For the past 5 years, the Urban Institute has been working with 
housing authorities to test more intensive service models to ad-
dress these deeper challenges. Our first demonstration ran from 
2007 to 2010, providing participants with intensive case manage-
ment, transitional jobs, financial literacy training, and mobility 
counseling to support participants in moving to communities that 
offered better opportunities. 

The demonstration was remarkably successful, engagement was 
high, and participants reported gains in employment, physical and 
mental health, and housing and neighborhood conditions, but the 
benefits of intensive services and case management for adults did 
not trickle down to their children. 

Developing effective place-based models that do reach youth is 
critical not only for improving the lives of individual children but 
also for ensuring the health and viability of public and mixed-in-
come communities. If successful, these strategies can reduce prob-
lems that drive residents away from neighborhoods: vandalism, 
drug trafficking, fighting, and gang activity. 

The Urban Institute’s new, multisite HOST Demonstration is 
testing these kinds of dual-generation service models aimed at im-
proving the life chances of vulnerable low-income families living in 
both public and mixed-income communities. 

Incorporating intensive case management and permanent sup-
portive housing for the most vulnerable residents into Choice 
Neighborhoods and any other comprehensive redevelopment efforts 
is one way to ensure that these initiatives truly meet the needs of 
all public housing families. The Choice Neighborhoods Initiative 
builds on the successes of HOPE VI and broadens the scope of revi-
talization efforts beyond public housing to the surrounding commu-
nity, including schools and other types of housing. However, if this 
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new effort is to be more successful than its predecessor in improv-
ing the lives—and long-term life chances—of the families who suf-
fered the worst consequences of living in distressed public housing, 
it must incorporate strategies that effectively address their needs. 
None of these solutions are simple, and all will require a long-term 
commitment to improving the quality of life for these families and 
ensuring better futures for their children. 

Thank you. 
Senator MENENDEZ. Thank you. 
Dr. Sander. 

STATEMENT OF ANTHONY B. SANDERS, PH.D., DISTINGUISHED 
PROFESSOR OF FINANCE, GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 

Mr. SANDERS. Senator Menendez and distinguished Members of 
the Committee, my name is Dr. Anthony B. Sanders, and I am the 
Distinguished Professor of Finance at George Mason University 
and a senior scholar at the Mercatus Center. It is an honor to tes-
tify before this Committee today. 

I am here to discuss a proposed Senate bill, S. 624, the Choice 
Neighborhoods bill. This bill calls for $350 million in 2012 for com-
petitive grants to revitalize distressed neighborhoods. 

As someone who has lived on the South Side of Chicago and out-
side of Elizabeth in Jersey City, New Jersey, I clearly understand 
the spirit of what this legislation is attempting to do. 

But $350 million spread over the United States for distressed 
neighborhoods is a drop in the bucket. Bear in mind that Stanford 
University recently built a business school campus—two build-
ings—for $345 million. And yet Detroit, Cleveland, and many other 
inner cities continue to suffer. 

Now, I have a question and a suggestion. The Department of 
Housing and Urban Development Secretary Shaun Donovan is an 
advocate of improving the quality of housing projects in the United 
States. Why didn’t HUD find this money in their $47.2 billion 
budget through effective budget management or additional re-
quests? I do not know the answer to that, but that would have 
seemed to have been a more likely way to do this. 

But another way to help solve the problem is to unleash the free 
market on housing. Taking a page from President Reagan and the 
Democratic majority playbook, we could use fiscal policy to increase 
the supply of clean, affordable housing by offering accelerated de-
preciation deductions on multifamily housing. This will increase 
the supply of housing without having to go through the housing au-
thorities per se and not-for-profits, and it would actually increase 
the supply again of livable housing, which some cities are woefully 
short on. 

The Reagan/Democratic congressional approach—known as the 
Kemp-Roth Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981—was put in to in-
crease depreciation deductions on multifamily housing using the 
Accelerated Cost Recovery System. Under this legislation, all prop-
erty was depreciable for tax purposes over 15 years, and for low- 
income housing, 200 percent declining balance depreciation was 
available. Furthermore, rehabilitation expenditures for low-income 
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housing could be amortized over 5 years. The act worked so well 
that it was amended in 1986 with the follow-up act. 

We could once again use fiscal policy to help solve the public 
housing problem. I would prefer this approach to smaller alloca-
tions of capital in trying to get to this. 

To be sure, such legislation would create additional deficits, but 
the stimulative effects to the economy and the distressed neighbor-
hoods could be greater than the lost tax income received by the 
Federal Government. 

Now, recently, Bank of America announced a ‘‘Mortgage to 
Lease’’ trial program to avoid foreclosure and yet another property 
going into REO and out in the already flooded market. This pro-
posal will keep homeowners in their current home but switch them 
to renters. It is a way to stabilize neighborhoods hit by the fore-
closure crisis and curtail neighborhood blight by keeping a portion 
of the properties off the market. 

Again, I appreciate the other aspects of the Choice Neighbor-
hoods legislation that have been discussed so far. There are other 
ways we can help in the total crisis. So I would just advocate this 
is not big enough. We need something bigger, a bigger hammer to 
solve the problem. 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. 
Senator MENENDEZ. Thank you, Dr. Sanders. I can see you are 

originally from Jersey as well. 
Mr. Weech. 

STATEMENT OF PAUL N. WEECH, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 
FOR POLICY AND MEMBER ENGAGEMENT, HOUSING PART-
NERSHIP NETWORK 

Mr. WEECH. Mr. Chairman, thank you, And on a personal note, 
thank you so much for letting me come testify today. As a former 
staffer of this Committee, I spent an awful lot of time on the dais 
up there behind you, and I had the privilege to sit at this table sev-
eral times during markups of housing legislation. But it is the first 
time I have gotten to be here as a witness, and I really on a very 
personal level think that is—I am tickled. 

Anyways, I am honored to be here today with you to represent 
the Housing—— 

Senator MENENDEZ. I hope you feel that way at the end of the 
hearing. 

[Laughter.] 
Mr. WEECH. Be nice. 
Senator MENENDEZ. I am always nice to former staffers. 
Mr. WEECH. Good. Thank you. Thank you. 
I am honored to be here representing the Housing Partnership 

Network today and also to discuss the Choice Neighborhoods Initia-
tive. 

The Housing Partnership Network is a member-driven collabo-
rative of about 99 entrepreneurial nonprofits from all across the 
country that build, manage, and finance affordable housing. Our 
members include lenders, single-family and multi-family devel-
opers, property owners and managers, and housing counselors. 

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the network, I want to strongly sup-
port S. 624, the Choice Neighborhoods Initiative Act. I urge this 
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Committee to report the bill to the full Senate at your earliest pos-
sible convenience. 

My main message today is to voice my strong support for the role 
of nonprofits in the Choice Neighborhoods process as reflected in 
your bill. Too often, when people hear the word ‘‘nonprofit,’’ it con-
jures up an image of a small office staffed by highly motivated, 
well-meaning people working hard to make a difference. Unfortu-
nately, the nonprofit image also conjures up a picture of an organi-
zation that does not have a lot of financial and operating capacity. 
In fact, as outlined in my written testimony, the membership of the 
Housing Partnership Network includes some of the strongest non-
profit developers in the country, many of whom have worked side 
by side with the public housing community on HOPE VI projects 
and several of whom are already involved in Choice Neighborhoods 
implementation and planning grants. 

As nonprofits, our members are aligned with the public sector 
and its mission goals. Our members care about community impacts 
and are dedicated to positive outcomes for the residents. At the 
same time, the network members are operating like business enter-
prises, bringing good business practices and efficiency to com-
plicated development efforts. 

I would also like to applaud the expansion of Choice Neighbor-
hoods to allow the redevelopment of both private and public hous-
ing. Whether distressed real estate is publicly owned or privately 
owned, it has the same negative effects on the people in the com-
munities in which it is located. In fact, I would argue that we jet-
tison artificial division in the program between publicly owned and 
privately owned housing. All Choice Neighborhoods programs 
should compete based on the strength and experience of the devel-
oper, on the quality of the partnerships committed to the develop-
ment, on the ability to leverage other private resources, and on the 
outcomes for the residents. In an open competition, the very best 
projects will rise to the top, and the Federal Government will maxi-
mize its social return on investment. 

Choice Neighborhoods improves on HOPE VI by requiring and 
promoting greater linkages to the other systems that make a com-
munity successful. A successful community includes good schools, 
accessible health care, basic retail services like grocery stores, and 
access to transportation that connects residents to jobs. 

The Administration deserves significant credit for its work to 
break down the silos that divide the Federal agencies, and the ef-
fort to connect this housing with opportunity is also a place where 
Congress could do more to support these efforts, and your bill goes 
a long way there, Senator. 

Finally, I would like to comment on how important it is to enact 
the authorization. The lack of permanent authorization makes the 
future development environment uncertain. Real estate develop-
ment requires extensive planning activities and a long lead time. 
Acquiring property and holding it is expensive. 

Choice Neighborhoods developments will have an even longer 
lead time as developers assemble and formalize new partnerships 
across multiple disciplines. When the program funding and rules 
are institutionalized, more strong players will step up to the plate 
to participate. 
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In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to reiterate how impor-
tant the work you are doing is for America’s urban, suburban, and 
rural communities. In all kinds of places, federally assisted prop-
erties have fallen into distress for any of a variety of reasons: the 
natural aging of the assets, inadequate funding, overleveraging, a 
change in market conditions, a change in tenancy sometimes, and 
poor property management. Whatever the cause, these properties 
have had a negative effect on their residents and the surrounding 
communities. The blight at the center of the neighborhood can keep 
people from buying homes nearby and can prevent new investment 
from coming in. A public investment like Choice Neighborhoods can 
change the negative market dynamic and send the community and, 
more importantly, the lives of the people who live in those commu-
nities on a positive upward trajectory. 

Thank you. 
Senator MENENDEZ. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Perry. 

STATEMENT OF EGBERT L.J. PERRY, CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER, THE INTEGRAL GROUP LLC 

Mr. PERRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am honored to have the 
opportunity to be in front of you today to speak in support of Sen-
ate bill 624, the Choice Neighborhoods Initiative, which we do be-
lieve is a new model for community development. 

This initiative would help to transform distressed neighborhoods 
and public and assisted projects into viable and sustainable mixed- 
income neighborhoods by linking improvements with appropriate 
services, schools, public assets, transportation, and access to jobs. 
My support comes not only as a result of my obvious appreciation 
for the tremendous benefits that would accrue from a public policy 
perspective, but also as a private practitioner in the real estate 
field. 

My firm is 20-years old, and we have been involved in a number 
of HOPE VI projects across the country, as well as other affordable 
developments, including projects here in the Nation’s capital, Balti-
more, and Atlanta, which is our headquarters. 

Now, unlike a lot of real estate firms, we are involved both as 
commercial real estate developers as well as community developers. 
If you think of commercial real estate development as focused on 
transactions and, therefore, intent on maximizing the returns to 
the investors and other partners, think instead of community de-
velopment as more transformation as opposed to transactional— 
transformational because it calls for the intersection between pub-
lic policy and private enterprise, which in and of itself is a very dif-
ficult one to take, and especially for those of us in the private sec-
tor, and that has given rise to the importance of public-private 
partnerships. 

It also means that the goals we seek to achieve are both hard 
and soft—hard in the sense that you are trying to achieve economic 
returns that make sense for the capital invested, but soft because 
you are also trying to address the human condition, which is a 
much more challenging undertaking. 

This was the problem that the best HOPE VI developments tried 
to achieve—this was the solution they were trying to achieve and 
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this was the problem they were trying to undertake. And so from 
our perspective, we seek to do one thing very important with the 
Federal dollars: it is to leverage those dollars as much as possible 
to attract other local public funds as well as private debt and eq-
uity capital in order to achieve something that would not be pos-
sible if left up to the pure marketplace, but at the same time we 
are trying to work as hard as we can to restore the market forces 
so that the private marketplace will carry the development the rest 
of the way. Otherwise, you would be intent on looking for unending 
sources of public subsidy. 

Now, I spoke about our prior HOPE VI development experience, 
and I want to cite one example that I think is indicative of what 
Choice Neighborhoods intends to build on and will do things that 
in HOPE VI were nice to have that now will become pretty much 
mandatory under Choice. Those things are, in the case of HOPE 
VI, it was possible to successfully do a HOPE VI development and 
take on a housing challenge, and a housing challenge only. You 
could not do that under Choice. You could not respond and be re-
ceived favorably without having addressed education and some of 
the other initiatives that are important to create what we call 
‘‘quality-of-life infrastructure.’’ 

And so if you think about it, in this development we took on a 
project that was the first public housing project in the United 
States, Techwood Homes, and a picture of Techwood shows 1,100 
housing units, household income $4,300 per year, and all of that 
was not earned income; a crime rate that was 35 times the average 
crime rate across the city; and if that was not enough, a captive 
elementary school right in the heart of the development that en-
sured that we were destroying the next generation. 

So we created a set of shared goals between our firm and the At-
lanta Housing Authority, and those shared goals reflected the pri-
orities of the authority as well as the priorities of the private devel-
opment partner to create something that was truly trans-
formational. I will tell you it was heroic work in the sense that it 
took a lot of heavy lifting and partnerships that were nice to have 
under HOPE VI but were not required. It was a successful develop-
ment, but in the final analysis, it was extremely difficult, and we 
think that Choice Neighborhoods as an initiative offers the oppor-
tunity to make those things so much easier and encourage the col-
laboration to take place at the front end. 

The people who speak adversely about Choice Neighborhoods 
really have not spoken to people on the ground, whether that is 
city governments that see the tax rolls swelling as a result of this 
leveraged investment and this revitalization or the families that 
have benefited from this. 

So I strongly encourage and support the bill and encourage you 
to do so as well. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Senator MENENDEZ. Thank you very much. Thank you all for 
your testimony. Let me flesh out a few more things with you all 
so we can more fully develop the record. 

Dr. Sanders, I do not believe your testimony disagrees with the 
need to address public and private distressed housing across the 
Nation, right? Am I correct in that assessment? 

Mr. SANDERS. You are correct. 
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Senator MENENDEZ. And it seems to me that the other housing 
solutions you cite such as increasing depreciation deductions on 
multi-family housing and the Bank of America’s mortgage-to-lease 
programs are probably good ideas. 

Mr. SANDERS. Yes, they are supplemental. 
Senator MENENDEZ. But they do not really—but my concern is 

that they do not really deal with what to do about distressed public 
and HUD-assisted housing. So my sense from your testimony—I 
am just trying to get the synthesis here—is that you basically have 
a view that this is just too small to be consequential. 

Mr. SANDERS. It is not big enough. 
Senator MENENDEZ. OK. 
Mr. SANDERS. May I add something else, Senator? 
Senator MENENDEZ. Surely. 
Mr. SANDERS. When they were first doing HAMP over at the Ad-

ministration, I met with Treasury and I saw what their proposal 
was for HAMP on the housing side, and my proposal said, ‘‘This 
is way too small. You are trying to put out a fire with a glass of 
water.’’ So sometimes these proposals just end up being very mod-
est, and they could be big. Again, Stanford University spent this 
amount just on two buildings. So yes, this is not big enough. 

Senator MENENDEZ. And so the response to that would be if we 
were to do nothing, even the suggestions that you have, which I 
personally agree with but do not deal with the distressed public 
housing market or public assisted market, would have no impetus. 
And I just think that the leveraging that Secretary Henriquez sug-
gested has happened is worthy beyond the dollars, but I see your 
point, and certainly we would love it to be more robust, but we 
need to start—from my perspective we need to start somewhere. 

Let me ask you, Ms. Maio, in your view how does Choice Neigh-
borhoods in your own experience—and Jersey City is a great place 
because it has been the beneficiary of both HOPE VI projects as 
well as the planning on Choice Neighborhoods. How does it differ 
from HOPE VI in your experience on the ground in Jersey City? 

Ms. MAIO. We are in the middle of a planning grant, and as I 
indicated preparing a Choice Implementation Grant application, 
and I hope I do not offend anybody by saying this, I think Choice 
is HOPE VI on steroids. It is basically the notion of looking way 
beyond just the public housing site and the notion of looking even 
beyond the benefits to just public housing residents. It is bringing 
so many more entities to the table. It is bringing the private devel-
opers, the not-for-profits, the board of education, I mean, the list 
goes on and on and on. And that is why I agree with the Assistant 
Secretary. The planning process, doing all of this up front—and I 
think that is where Mr. Perry was going. All the work that has to 
be done up front to coordinate all these entities, to come up with 
a plan that we all agree with. 

I will tell you a little story that as part of this planning process 
we have to have community meetings, not just with public housing 
but all the stakeholders in the neighborhood. We had a meeting a 
week and a half ago. They applauded us. I have never been ap-
plauded. 

[Laughter.] 
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Ms. MAIO. That was a first. Typically, when you implement a 
HOPE VI program, because of the relocation and the negativity as-
sociated with that, it brings out things, you know, in terms of dif-
ficulties with families relocating. The issues of mental health, that 
is a grave issue. I could not agree with Dr. Popkin more on that. 
I think now that Choice will give us an opportunity to collaborate 
with partners that we never dealt with. We are partnering with the 
Pre-Natal Consortium. I know Choice talks about cradle to college. 
We are talking about prenatal. We are talking about even before 
the child is born and what are the implications for the mother’s 
health, the implications then for the child’s health. 

The board of education, the charter school—we have the charter 
school and a pre-K now working together using combined spaces. 
So making those new connections, making the connections that 
were already there, and bringing us to the table as a convener. We 
in the public sector have spent our lives convening meetings, some-
times positive, sometimes not, but we are used to that give and 
take. We are used to meetings where people have criticisms as well 
as accolades for us. And being able to put all that together so 
that—one of the gentlemen said, this is not a plan, this is a vision, 
and I think that is what we want to talk about. This is much big-
ger than HOPE VI. 

I hope I have answered your question. 
Senator MENENDEZ. Actually, you answered my follow-up as well. 
[Laughter.] 
Ms. MAIO. I am from Jersey. 
Senator MENENDEZ. Invite me to your next Choice Neighbor-

hoods planning session so that I can share your process. 
Let me ask you, Dr. Popkin, you mentioned that HOPE VI was 

less successful in helping families improve their economic condi-
tions, including persistently low levels of employment and poor 
health conditions. How do you think the Choice Neighborhoods 
model incorporates methods to address the deficiencies that HOPE 
VI had? Or maybe deficiencies—well, I do not know. Maybe it did 
not meet all of the aspirations we would have had of HOPE VI. 

Ms. POPKIN. I think HOPE VI was really a housing intervention 
with the hope that moving people somewhere else would have all 
these other benefits for families. I think the research we have done 
shows it is much harder to move those kinds of outcomes for people 
who have been very disconnected from the labor market and are 
very sick, dimensions. So I think the kind of work we have done 
over the past few years where we have worked on using housing 
as a platform for services, integrating services in a coordinated way 
into a housing redevelopment shows a lot of promise, and that is 
the only time in any of the research I have done I have seen the 
employment numbers move or the health numbers stop getting 
worse. 

So I think that kind of effort to really integrate and coordinate, 
like Ms. Maio is talking about, holds a lot of promise. 

Senator MENENDEZ. And if you were to synthesize for me—I 
mean, you did some of this in your testimony. What are some of 
the most important outcomes of your extensive study? If you were 
to highlight it for me, what would you say? 

Ms. POPKIN. Of integrating services? 
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Senator MENENDEZ. Yes. 
Ms. POPKIN. We saw employment numbers rise. In all the years 

I have been tracking people through HOPE VI and through the 
Moving to Opportunity demonstration, I have never seen the em-
ployment change. So with an intensive transitional jobs program, 
even in the worst labor market in memory, we saw employment in-
crease for the participants. We are following up this year to see if 
that was sustained after the services were done. 

We saw people’s health ratings stabilize, and the main reasons 
for that seem to be the regular contact with case managers and 
some reduction in substance abuse. And, again, I have never seen 
health improvement in any of the research we have done. I have 
only seen it get worse as people get older. 

What we did not see were any benefits trickling down to the 
kids, and that I think is a major concern. There is a lot of hope 
with the case management strategy that if you could improve ma-
ternal depression, for example, you will see kids’ outcomes improve, 
and we did not see that. So the new work that we are doing is real-
ly very intentionally incorporating services for children and youth. 
You said prenatal, but really intensively targeted case management 
for kids, outreach to families to get very little kids enrolled in early 
childhood programs, and we are in the midst of that evaluation so 
I cannot tell you if it is working yet, but we are hoping we will see 
some movement on those outcomes. 

Senator MENENDEZ. Well, that is interesting because it seems to 
me that, of course, in the first instance, what we were trying to do 
with HOPE is stop the warehousing of people and creating senses 
of community, but there were other elements, and it seems that 
some of them were moving in the right direction. I am hoping that 
Choice Neighborhoods can go beyond that. 

Mr. Weech, you talked in your testimony about silos that divide 
Federal agencies, and certainly my bill works to try to break those 
silos down. But you suggest that more can be done. Can you give 
me some sense of what you think might be able to be done? 

Mr. WEECH. Yes, it is interesting. I thought of that, Senator, be-
fore I came because obviously there is some great stuff happening 
through the partnerships on the ground. You are getting better co-
ordination at the local level between the housing developers and 
the other providers who service the schools, and Choice Neighbor-
hoods is really driving some nice new partnerships. But it still 
means having to access the different delivery systems from the 
Federal Government. 

Now, this Administration deserves a lot of credit. They have been 
doing terrific kind of on the administrative level of trying to coordi-
nate better with the other agencies and the grant programs. Things 
that we might consider that would be more aggressive would be re-
quiring joint NOFAs and single applications that get sent to all of 
the Federal agencies involved and make it much easier for the ap-
plicants, say, on a Choice Neighborhoods application to have assur-
ances of these other dollars flowing into their projects and cement-
ing the partnerships on the ground. 

Senator MENENDEZ. And you talked about well-managed afford-
able housing as a platform for a wider array of positive social out-
comes. How can the Choice Neighborhoods serve as that platform? 
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And what types of specific outcomes for residents do you envision 
possibly resulting from it? 

Mr. WEECH. Well, rolling back the tape, you know, all of the non-
profit property managers in my organization are trying to bring 
resident services to the people that they are serving, and the big-
gest challenge for them is really kind of the consistency of those 
funding streams. It is an annual grant-writing process, it is fund-
raisers, and it is a big challenge on services. 

What Choice Neighborhoods is doing, what your bill does in the 
planning process and in the implementation process, is it is really 
starting to get those funding streams more closely aligned and 
working together. And so, you know, I am hoping that Dr. Popkin 
can back us up on this, but we see already with the redevelopment 
process better outcomes in terms of public safety and people’s sense 
of well-being, people are sleeping at night, and by carrying these 
linkages to these more intensive services, we would like to hope 
that you have better educational outcomes for the kids, better job 
opportunities for the residents, and better health outcomes. 

Senator MENENDEZ. Mr. Perry, I really appreciated your testi-
mony. I think you presented an honest and sometimes taboo tidbit 
about community developers, that while you are committed to 
transformation, obviously one of your goals is to indeed make a 
profit. So my question is: How does Choice Neighborhoods help you 
balance between both of those goals—the legitimate goal of making 
a profit and at the same time some of the societal benefits? Does 
it? 

Mr. PERRY. It absolutely does, and thank you for the question. 
In fact, as a developer you are often challenged to take the long 
view because returns are not immediate. And with Choice Neigh-
borhoods, what you are able to do is take on those kinds of things 
that I call or refer to as ‘‘quality-of-life initiatives’’ that create long- 
term value. When you or I decide to buy a home, if we have school- 
aged kids or think we will, we certainly want a neighborhood that 
has a good school. And so in some respects, if you look at it, when 
we make that purchase, we are making an investment decision 
that has a long lifetime on it, and so developers focus on wanting 
to see real estate values go up over time, so we want to be in those 
kinds of communities. Choice allows us to take on blighting influ-
ences in the neighborhood, and by overcoming those blighting influ-
ences, market forces get restored. 

I indicated that we have done a number of HOPE VI’s, and I con-
sider Centennial Place to be one of those, and the elements of that 
development include a brand-new K–5 math, science, and tech-
nology-themed elementary school, early childhood development cen-
ters, YMCAs, and high-quality housing were in a neighborhood an-
chored by two major institutions, Georgia Tech and Coca-Cola. But 
they were there when this same site, Techwood Homes, the worst 
of the worst, existed. And so it means that unless the linkages are 
intentional, well thought out, and put in place up front, you can 
still get bad outcomes. I think Choice ensures that you have to do 
that homework up front in order to submit a successful application. 

Senator MENENDEZ. Now, I think the public-private partnership 
model is critical to the success of Choice Neighborhoods, and I was 
intrigued—you mentioned four metrics that you use to measure 
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your ability to mitigate risk without ignoring public policy prior-
ities. Can you share the details on the metrics that you use? Or are 
they proprietary? 

Mr. PERRY. They are not, and if they were, they are not after I 
submitted the written testimony. 

[Laughter.] 
Mr. PERRY. Certainly we have investors, lenders, and other part-

ners that have put capital in, so we have to ensure that we provide 
at least a reasonable return. Most of the investors in those kinds 
of communities understand they are not going to make maximum 
dollars, but they at least expect a reasonable return, so that is im-
portant. 

We are doing this to help families and individuals make it into 
the next generation successfully, and so we have positive outcomes 
that we have to achieve with respect to the families that are im-
pacted by these community rebuilding efforts. 

We are also focused on impact in the surrounding neighborhoods, 
and I will give you anecdotally—in the case of Centennial, I will 
tell you that one and a half blocks south of our site, a site that was 
suffering from just total disinvestment, we now have the largest 
aquarium in the world, a $300 million aquarium, a $200-plus mil-
lion Coke museum, a complex of high-risk office buildings, condos, 
hotels, all of which together total about $2.5 billion of private in-
vestment that I would say would not have been remotely possible 
if the redevelopment effort had not been taken on. So that is im-
pact to a surrounding neighborhood. 

And then, finally, the impact to the local jurisdiction, specifically 
now you have a site that is 60 acres that was off of the tax rolls 
that is now on the tax rolls paying significant taxes, unfortunately 
or fortunately, depending on which side of the table you are; and 
at the same time, an impact that is even broader than that site 
also contributing to those tax revenues. 

So those four are the metrics we look at to bring all of the stake-
holder together to support one of these comprehensive revitaliza-
tion efforts. 

Senator MENENDEZ. Very helpful. 
One final question, Mr. Weech. You said in your testimony that 

you do not believe my bill should have separate distinctions for pri-
vately owned versus publicly owned distressed housing in terms of 
grants. And while I agree with you that distressed housing has 
identical impacts on the people who live there regardless of owner-
ship, the only thing is I remain concerned about the negative ef-
fects on the physical state of public housing throughout the country 
during a time of declining Federal and State budgets for housing 
assistance. Is that a concern that you share? 

Mr. WEECH. Absolutely, Senator, longstanding—in fact, when I 
was here on the Committee, the Commission on Distressed Public 
Housing produced its work, and the HOPE VI program came out 
of that. And part of the motivation for us on HOPE VI was to find 
a way to get the capital we needed to meet the backlog moderniza-
tion needs in public housing. So as a network, we are totally sup-
portive of a variety of strategies to recapitalize the public housing 
inventory which has been underinvested in for a long time. 
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I think I was making more the point that in a competitive grant 
program, it does not make sense to me to have HUD run two sepa-
rate grant competitions. Most of the applicants for the Choice 
Neighborhoods grants were public housing agencies, which says to 
me that the experience they have on HOPE VI, the quality of de-
velopment teams they put together, they will continue to compete 
very successfully for the grant dollars. 

Senator MENENDEZ. Well, thank you all for sharing your exper-
tise today. I think that the Choice Neighborhoods Initiative builds 
on the bipartisan success of the HOPE VI programs and incor-
porates what we have tried to do, an innovative, holistic approach 
to solving the dire needs of distressed HUD-assisted housing by 
leveraging public and private resources to address not only the dis-
tressed housing but also the community blight that often surrounds 
failed housing developments. 

In my mind, Choice Neighborhoods ultimately will create jobs, 
having a ripple effect, attracting a variety of State, local, and pri-
vate investment in revived communities. We have seen in the last 
year alone that Choice Neighborhoods has leveraged about $1.6 bil-
lion in private funding, and whenever we can do that, I think that 
when you can take even admittedly, as Dr. Sanders would suggest, 
a relatively small program but leverage it to $1.6 billion, that is a 
good place to be. 

I have a series of requests: the testimony of Mayor Landrieu of 
New Orleans, a letter of support from the Local Initiatives Support 
Corporation, a letter of support from the Stewards for Affordable 
Housing for the Future. I ask unanimous consent that they all be 
included in the record. Without objection, they will be. 

Senator MENENDEZ. I want to take the Chair’s prerogative to rec-
ognize a Rangel Fellow who has worked with us particularly on 
this issue and did a lot of work to make this a very successful hear-
ing. She will be leaving us. So, Oneshia, thank you very much, 
Oneshia Herring, thank you very much for your work, and we ap-
preciate your service. 

The record will remain open for a week from today if any Sen-
ators wish to submit questions for the record. I would ask our pan-
elists if they do receive such questions that you answer as expedi-
tiously as you can so we can finalize the record. This has been in-
credibly helpful, and with the thanks of the Committee, this hear-
ing is adjourned. 

[Whereupon, at 11:44 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 
[Prepared statements, responses to written questions, and addi-

tional material supplied for the record follow:] 
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Chairman Menendez, Senator DeMint and Members of the Committee, thank you 
for this opportunity to discuss the Choice Neighborhoods program. As you know, 
with your leadership, Mr. Chairman, in less than 2 years, this program has already 
had great success helping communities tackle housing distress and leveraging pri-
vate dollars. Indeed, the $130 million of funding we have awarded to thirty-five 
communities through implementation and planning grants under this program has 
already leveraged a combined $1.6 billion of other investments in those neighbor-
hoods, over 12 times their total grant award. 

Indeed, I am grateful for the leadership that you have shown, Chairman Menen-
dez, in sponsoring legislation that will formally authorize Choice Neighborhoods. We 
are grateful as well to Chairwoman Waters for her leadership in advancing a simi-
lar effort in the House of Representatives. We want to work with Congress to au-
thorize Choice Neighborhoods so that local leaders can count on the Federal Govern-
ment as a partner in their neighborhood revitalization efforts. 

Today, I want to describe the need for authorizing Choice Neighborhoods, how it 
builds on the progress of the HOPE VI program and how it helps local leaders turn 
around distressed neighborhoods that are critical to helping regional economies re-
bound as our national economy is growing. 
Background 

Indeed, Mr. Chairman, in many ways we meet at an encouraging moment: when 
our economy is growing, jobs are being created and foreclosures are down. We’ve 
added private sector jobs for two straight years, for a total of over 3.9 million jobs. 
In the last year, 2.2 million private sector jobs were added—and we’ve added more 
jobs in the last 6 months than any 6-month period in nearly 6 years. Indeed, in 
many cities, the tide is turning—unemployment is dropping, vacancy rates are im-
proving, and investment is going up—but certain neighborhoods remain stubbornly 
resistant to change. 

Even still, as local leaders dig their communities out of the worst recession since 
the Great Depression, we recognize that the cost of poverty, particularly con-
centrated poverty, to our society and to our economic future is very high. Today, 
more than 10 million people live in neighborhoods of concentrated poverty—sur-
rounded by disinvestment, failing schools, troubled housing, and, worst of all, vir-
tually no path to opportunity for themselves or their children. 

In fact, research shows that one of the most important factors in determining 
whether or not children will do better financially than their parents is whether or 
not they grow up in one of these high-poverty neighborhoods.1 We can predict 
health, economic, and educational outcomes of children based on zip code. Further, 
a conservative estimate finds that allowing millions of children to grow up in pov-
erty costs the United States more than $500 billion per year, or more than 4 percent 
of GDP.2 

In a globalized information economy, where a country’s success is built on its 
human capital development, the conditions of our highest-poverty neighborhoods, 
among other factors, are preventing children from taking advantage of educational 
opportunities and building the skills they need. We must revitalize America’s high- 
poverty neighborhoods in order to educate our way to economic success. 
Connected Challenges: Distressed Housing and Neighborhoods 

That’s why this Administration has pursued Choice Neighborhoods, which builds 
on the HOPE VI public housing revitalization program pioneered by my prede-
cessors at HUD, Secretaries Jack Kemp and Henry Cisneros. 

With strong bipartisan support, HOPE VI has already created over 90,000 public 
housing units in healthy, mixed-income communities that were once troubled by dis-
tressed public housing—leveraging twice the Federal investment in additional pri-
vate development capital and contributing to an increase of 75 percent or more in 
the average income of residents in such communities. This increase might partially 
result from higher-income residents moving into the area. 
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Why Choice Neighborhoods?—In 1994, the media spotlight briefly focused 
on the nightmarish conditions in one Washington DC neighborhood’s large, 
distressed housing developments—Frederick Douglass, Stanton Dwellings, 
Parkside Terrace and Wheeler Terrace. To quote a report commissioned by 
Secretary Cisneros, Washington Highlands presented a ‘‘worst-case situa-
tion’’ for HUD. As the report stated, ‘‘two separate and distinct HUD pro-
gram areas.[were] alleged to be contributing to the deterioration’’ of the 
neighborhood—public housing and Project-based Section 8. 
Thanks to HOPE VI, local and national nonprofits, the DC government and 
private developers had ready access to a program to develop the public 
housing properties—and had secured other financing to build a new com-
munity center, elementary school, public library, and a parks and recre-
ation facility. But the challenge didn’t end there, because the two other 
housing developments in Washington Highlands didn’t qualify for HOPE VI 
funding, simply because they were subsidized by different programs at 
HUD. 
The media didn’t make the distinction. The residents didn’t make the dis-
tinction. Gangs and drug dealers certainly didn’t make the distinction. And 
thankfully, the community leaders who were fighting to turn the neighbor-
hood around didn’t make the distinction either. The only one to make the 
distinction was HUD. 

Choice Neighborhoods builds on HOPE VI by recognizing that the problem of high 
concentrations of distressed housing in a single neighborhood of concentrated pov-
erty is not limited to public housing. 

Indeed, many communities are struggling with the challenge of distressed housing 
in severely declining neighborhoods. The financial crisis intensified and expanded 
disinvestment in these neighborhoods, causing spillover effects in surrounding 
areas—an impact that is felt particularly strongly in neighborhoods with a large 
amount of distressed HUD-subsidized housing, whether public housing or assisted 
housing. 

We have heard from Public Housing Authority executive directors, mayors, and 
other leaders across the country that they need a tool that is sufficiently catalytic 
to revitalize these neighborhoods, and get their cities headed in the right direction. 
Existing funding sources like CDBG, HOME, LIHTC, and the Rental Assistance 
Demonstration can address some symptoms, but are simply not catalytic or substan-
tial enough to effectively restore high-need neighborhoods. Choice Neighborhoods is 
exactly the kind of tool that those local leaders are asking for, and it is currently 
helping change the trajectories of cities across the country. 

Building upon HOPE VI by expanding beyond public housing to include other, al-
most indistinguishable HUD-assisted housing, Choice Neighborhoods transforms de-
stabilizing, distressed housing into mixed-income and professionally managed hous-
ing. But Choice Neighborhoods also provides the flexibility that local leaders need 
to address their specific challenges, whether it’s a need to improve neighborhood in-
frastructure, or ensure high-quality early learning opportunities are available for 
young children. Choice Neighborhoods attracts and leverages private investment, 
philanthropic funding, and other public investments, to strategically address these 
challenges. The first five Choice Neighborhoods Implementation Grantees have used 
their $122 million of funding to leverage a combined $1.6 billion, over 13 times their 
total grant award. And the 30 additional grantees who have received funding to 
spur their plans and preparations for Choice Neighborhoods revitalization have used 
their $7.6 million of awarded funding to leverage $13 million in other funds. 

Additionally, in part because of rural set-asides, Choice Neighborhoods is restor-
ing neighborhoods in smaller cities and towns, which are experiencing challenges 
similar to those in larger metropolitan areas. In towns in rural areas like Meridian, 
MS and Salisbury, NC and small cities like Opa-Locka, FL local leaders are using 
Choice Neighborhoods to form and implement their own solutions to regenerate op-
portunities and their economies. 

In short, over the last two decades, HUD made significant strides in reducing the 
amount of severely distressed public housing through the HOPE VI program, which, 
once all funds are expended, will have replaced a total of over 100,000 public hous-
ing units that were formerly part of some of the most distressed housing stock. 
However, this work is not finished—in part because HOPE VI didn’t address the 
most distressed HUD Assisted Housing, which Choice Neighborhoods tackles head 
on. In order to revitalize neighborhoods with large stocks of distressed HUD-assisted 
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housing, and provide local leaders with the flexible, catalytic tool they need, we 
must build on the success we’re already seeing through Choice Neighborhoods. 

Grantee Spotlight: Salisbury, NC—Salisbury is a small town in a rural area 
of Eastern North Carolina. As a direct result of Choice Neighborhoods, the 
Housing Authority and city of Salisbury have partnered to create a Trans-
formation Plan targeting the West End neighborhood and Civic Park Apart-
ments, a 72-unit public housing complex within West End. Civic Park 
Apartments suffers from failing building structure, water infiltration and 
substandard electrical systems. The City considers West End its most dis-
tressed neighborhood, with a poverty rate of 28 percent, a neighborhood va-
cancy rate that is nearly five times the County average, and a low-per-
forming middle school. Through their Planning Grant, the Housing Author-
ity and the City will work with a nationally recognized planning firm, 
Stogner Architecture, to develop an actionable local plan for coordinated in-
vestment. They will conduct a locally based needs assessment, continue to 
partner and build their capacity, and create plans for rehabilitating the 
neighborhood’s public and assisted housing stock, developing an early child-
hood education center, and supporting existing neighborhood assets. 

Catalyzing Recovery by Targeting Housing and Neighborhoods 
Because of the interconnections between housing and the health and economies 

of neighborhoods, high-poverty neighborhoods with severely distressed HUD-as-
sisted housing are strong candidates for return on Federal investment. Moreover, 
like other infrastructure, investments in housing last over the life-cycle of the im-
provements and generate long-term payoffs to neighborhoods and local economies. 

Under HOPE VI, Choice Neighborhoods’ predecessor, we saw that removing 
blighted public housing and replacing it with economically sustainable, mixed-in-
come housing, not only replaced severely distressed housing, but also reduced pov-
erty, crime, and unemployment; increased income and property values; and trig-
gered investment, business growth, and local jobs. 

A typical 700-unit redevelopment of distressed public housing boosts home values, 
and generates local revenues of $6.5 million over a 20-year period.3 A recent study 
looking at four sites estimated that three out of the four investments directly in-
creased the surrounding areas’ home values by a total of $14 million to $107 million. 
Home values in the fourth site kept pace with the rapid increases in the local area.4 

Increased home values not only highlight how targeted Federal investments can 
improve the surrounding area, but also show the enormous potential that these in-
vestments have to unlock private sector demand for and investment in these neigh-
borhoods. 

Removing isolated, distressed properties and creating communities with con-
nected, defensible spaces also contribute to decreased crime. Drops were especially 
large when this work was done in concert with police. For example, in Centennial 
Place in Atlanta, GA, the site of one project where fellow panelist Egbert Perry led 
so much great work, crime dropped by an astonishing 93 percent.5 These drops in 
crime have often been much larger than those in other comparable local neighbor-
hoods, and can generate significant savings over the life-cycle of the housing.6,7 

Grantee Spotlight: San Antonio, TX—The San Antonio Housing Authority, 
the local United Way, and their partners have secured both a Choice Neigh-
borhoods Planning Grant and a Promise Neighborhoods Planning Grant for 
the Eastside area. The Eastside neighborhood is held back by several inter-
connected problems. The neighborhood vacancy rate is more than three 
times the County rate and almost half of the area’s residents live in pov-
erty. In addition to distressed public housing, the neighborhood also strug-
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gles with very low performing schools, including the Sam Houston High 
School where more than half of all students drop out. The Housing Author-
ity recognizes that, even if the housing is replaced, market rate renters will 
not move into the area without better schools. As a result of these aligned 
Federal investments, the Housing Authority, United Way, the City, a local 
university, and their partners are building on new city efforts and private 
industry growth and are crafting an integrated, data-driven plan that links 
educational improvements to mixed income housing and neighborhood revi-
talization. 

Targeted investments in housing also create jobs through construction related 
work and multiplier effects. Federal investment, combined with the massive private 
sector leverage that these investments marshal, translate into substantial numbers 
of new jobs, further contributing to the re-growth of these local economies. Mean-
while, the continued return of private investment in homes, businesses, and other 
infrastructure propels this cycle of increased jobs and growth. At its core, Choice 
Neighborhoods is a job-generator: directly creating jobs through its investments, and 
indirectly creating the conditions for private capital—and work—to flow back into 
disinvested neighborhoods. We estimate that the Choice Neighborhoods grants 
awarded thus far and combined leveraging will create thousands of jobs. 
Using a Proven Approach & Generating Local Solutions 

Choice Neighborhoods builds on HOPE VI successes. With HOPE VI, communities 
used financing from multiple private and public sources to remove blighted public 
housing and replaced it with sustainable mixed-income developments that cost far 
less to operate than the original, ailing housing. This approach attracted new busi-
nesses and market-rate renters and opened up opportunities for families to live in 
affordable, decent housing in safer neighborhoods. 

However, Choice Neighborhoods has significantly improved upon HOPE VI by re-
quiring that the housing investment enable and align with a comprehensive locally 
driven neighborhood plan. Local leaders, often including local elected officials and 
city staff, begin by assessing the needs in their neighborhood, then craft a plan that 
is responsive to those needs, and rooted in effective, evidence-based practices. Choice 
Neighborhoods provides them with the flexibility and resources to execute on those 
locally driven plans. 

Choice Neighborhoods was designed to ensure leaders could carry out their vision 
and respond to the specific challenges in their community. For example, under 
Choice Neighborhoods distressed housing stock is not just limited to public housing; 
often distressed public housing and other distressed HUD-assisted housing is lo-
cated side by side. Now, both types of housing are eligible to be the focus of a grant, 
giving local leaders a tool to address whichever types of HUD-assisted housing 
present challenges in their communities. 

Grantee Spotlight: Little Rock, AR—In Little Rock, AR, a struggling neigh-
borhood just Southeast of the downtown area is being challenged by both 
a severely distressed 74-unit public housing development, Sunset Terrace, 
and a severely distressed 50-unit HUD-assisted, Project-Based Section 8 de-
velopment, Elm Street. Both properties have deteriorating foundations and 
structures, have persistent electrical and plumbing problems, lack defen-
sible spaces, and have other serious design flaws. The surrounding neigh-
borhood is affected by high crime, poor schools, and has a vacancy rate that 
is over three times the county rate. To address these needs, the Little Rock 
Housing Authority has partnered with Volunteers of America National 
Services, the owner of the Project-Based Section 8 development, to engage 
City and civic leaders in turning around the neighborhood. They have se-
cured a Choice Neighborhoods Planning Grant and are working with 
Quadel Consulting to create a plan that builds off of other recent develop-
ment efforts, including the Department of Education’s Promise Neighbor-
hood Program, Neighborhood Stabilization investments, and HUD’s Sus-
tainable Communities Initiative. 

Local leaders also need to be able to address the specific challenges in these 
neighborhoods when it is not just the housing that needs fixing. Data show that 
market rate rental and homeownership demand in a neighborhood is driven by the 
quality of the institutions and assets in that area, such as schools, grocery stores, 
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parks, public safety, access to transportation, and proximity to jobs and businesses. 
Improvements to these assets create the conditions for neighborhood change.8 

Choice Neighborhoods makes it easier to make this happen. Choice Neighborhoods 
provides a framework that recognizes the effective practice of pairing housing revi-
talization with a broad intervention in a target neighborhood. And critically, Choice 
Neighborhoods provides the flexibility needed to bring in the public and private 
partnerships that will catalyze these changes. The program allows local leaders to 
use up to 15 percent of the grant to focus on human development-related invest-
ments in early education, job training, health, and other areas. Choice Neighbor-
hoods also allows 15 percent of funds to be used for critical neighborhood improve-
ments, like providing gap financing for grocery stores, financial institutions, and 
other retail, and removing blight caused by vacant private housing. When commu-
nities can’t otherwise access sources of funds to address critical needs, these gap- 
filling funds represent ‘‘glue money’’ that garner new leverage and hold together key 
strategies. 

Choice Neighborhoods also enhances local flexibility by enabling the best-poised 
leader to drive this process. Under HOPE VI, only housing authorities could apply 
for grants. This limitation sometimes left other key players out of the process, mak-
ing it far too easy to miss opportunities to streamline local efforts and leverage the 
greatest return on an investment. Choice Neighborhoods now encourages the high-
est capacity and best situated applicant, whether a mayor or other local officials, 
public housing authority, nonprofit, tribal entity, or private developers to directly 
apply for a grant. 

Grantee Spotlight: San Francisco, CA—McCormack Baron Salazar, a pri-
vate development company, and the San Francisco Housing Authority, 
along with partners like Lennar Homes (a publicly traded real estate devel-
opment company), the City, School District, and Urban Strategies were 
awarded a Choice Neighborhoods Implementation Grant to execute their 
local vision for the Eastern Bayview neighborhood. Forty percent of Eastern 
Bayview residents live in poverty and the neighborhood suffers from high 
vacancies, poor schools, and inadequate access to job centers in downtown 
and Silicon Valley. The neighborhood also contains the Alice Griffith public 
housing site, a highly distressed collection of barracks style housing scat-
tered over a 22-acre site. Through their Choice Neighborhoods grant, the 
team will build a total of 1,210 mixed-income units, replacing the 256 units 
of public housing and creating a new master-planned community with mar-
ket-rate and workforce housing. The team has also identified a clear plan 
and goals to address their local needs. They are building upon the San 
Francisco Unified School District’s progress to improve the quality of their 
schools and develop complementary educational opportunities. They have 
also set employment targets and are working with the Job Readiness Initia-
tive and the local Citybuild program to provide job training and placement. 
Additionally, the team is bringing in needed everyday services and jobs by 
improving streetscapes to attract retail, removing blighted housing, and 
pursuing new commercial assets, fresh food stores, and a new bus rapid 
transit with direct connections to key commuter rail lines. 

Demonstrating Capacity & Leveraging Investments 
Choice Neighborhoods establishes a high bar for grantees. The program is a high-

ly competitive grant program. In the first year alone, HUD received over 160 appli-
cations but awarded only 22 grants. 

These grants require local leaders to demonstrate that they have a solid, high 
quality plan and the capacity needed to carry it out. Local leaders must use evi-
dence-based practices and real-time results to inform their work. Additionally, many 
of the Choice Neighborhoods Implementation Grantees have been working with 
these communities for years and have strong partnerships with organizations that 
have successfully revitalized neighborhoods. For example, in New Orleans, the 
Housing Authority and City are working closely with McCormack Baron Salazar, a 
private development group that has been involved in turning-around neighborhoods 
across the country, as well as Urban Strategies, a nonprofit group that has success-
fully convened local partners and aligned their revitalization efforts. 
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Local leaders can’t succeed in turning around disinvested neighborhoods without 
securing necessary partnerships and highly leveraging their investments. For this 
reason, Choice Neighborhoods reserves a substantial number of points in its com-
petitive process for those applicants who have secured leverage far above their grant 
amount and who demonstrate that they are aligning their work with existing ef-
forts, thereby streamlining resources and achieving greater efficiencies. This ap-
proach rewards leaders who are breaking through silos and working with public and 
private agencies, such as school districts and police, major market actors like pri-
vate real estate developers, and anchor institutions like universities and hospitals. 
As a result, the five Choice Neighborhoods Implementation Grantees have leveraged 
a combined $1.6 billion, over 13 times their total grant award. This total includes 
new, refocused, and streamlined funds from private investors, cities, universities, 
foundations, and a range of local partners. Even Choice Neighborhoods Planning 
Grants that amount to only $250,000 to $300,000 for each neighborhood have pulled 
in substantial amount of leverage. During the past 2 years, Planning Grantees have 
leveraged over $13 million in planning funds alone to add to the $8 million they 
received in Choice Neighborhoods grants. 

Grantee Spotlight: New Orleans, LA—In New Orleans, Choice Neighbor-
hoods will spur the revitalization of the Iberville/Treme neighborhood, 
where 52 percent of families live in poverty, with a plan centered on the 
transformation of distressed, highly concentrated public housing into mixed- 
income housing that preserves the historic character of the neighborhood. 
The partnership, led by the city of New Orleans and its Housing Authority, 
will take advantage of the neighborhood’s adjacency to the French Quarter, 
bringing back the streetcar named Desire, and expanding the reach of New 
Orleans’ strong tourism economy to include the musical and cultural heart 
of Treme. The project will replace 821 units of public housing in a new, 
mixed-income neighborhood, with over 2,400 total units being built. A new 
hospital, clinic, and biomedical research facility, tied to integrated job train-
ing, will create critical employment opportunities for neighborhood resi-
dents and expand access to needed health care. And through the Choice 
Neighborhoods partnership with the Recovery School District, Louisiana’s 
fastest-improving school district, children growing up in the neighborhood 
will have access to quality educational opportunities. All of this work is 
aligned by a $30.5 million Choice Neighborhoods grant that leverages over 
$1 billion in private, nonprofit, and other investments into the community. 

Aligning Federal Funding so Taxpayer Dollars Go Further 
Choice Neighborhoods also offers a new way for local leaders to access Federal re-

sources more efficiently. Because Choice Neighborhoods grants are place-based and 
driven by local solutions, HUD’s grants can now be used in concert with other Fed-
eral investments around places and local needs. 

HUD has been aligning Choice Neighborhoods investments with those from the 
Department of Education, Justice, and Health and Human Services. Both Choice 
Neighborhoods and the Department of Education’s Promise Neighborhoods, a com-
panion program focused on transforming educational opportunities, include pref-
erences for applicants who are coordinating these programs. The programs have also 
used some of the same measures and definitions to eliminate the need for local lead-
ers to deal with redundant reporting requirements and implementation barriers. 
Currently, five Choice Neighborhoods Planning Grant neighborhoods have Promise 
Neighborhood Planning Grants, including communities in San Antonio, Texas, Little 
Rock, Arkansas, and Tulsa, Oklahoma. 

Additionally, the Department of Justice is aligning significant investments with 
Choice Neighborhood Grants. The Department of Justice has devoted $2 million of 
their resources to support the public safety strategies of Choice Neighborhoods Im-
plementation Grantees through the Public Safety Enhancement (PSE) Initiative. 
Choice Neighborhoods Grantees have recently submitted applications for the PSE 
grants, which will fund local innovations and evidence-based solutions to decrease 
violence, gang activity, and illegal drug activity. The Department of Justice has also 
committed to aligning its upcoming $15 billion Byrne Criminal Justice Innovation 
Program with Choice Neighborhoods. 

The Department of Health and Human Services is also incentivizing alignment 
with Choice Neighborhoods. Applicants for community health center improvements 
are asked to describe how they are working with Choice Neighborhoods grantees if 
there is one in their area and receive points for those collaborations. 
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Finally, Choice Neighborhoods grantees are aligning substantial Federal invest-
ments at the local level. Some examples include resources from other Federal agen-
cies such as: Department of Transportation—Seattle is leveraging $32.3 million from 
the Seattle Department of Transportation; Department of Health and Human Serv-
ices—New Orleans is leveraging $962,000 from Head Start and $500,000 from a fed-
erally Qualified Health Center; and Department of Labor—Boston is leveraging 
$348,600 of Workforce Investment Act funds. The Federal Partnership for Sustain-
able Communities has become a key driver in helping jurisdictions target their 
neighborhood revitalization efforts and align them with larger regional plans, pro-
viding even greater leverage out of our Choice Neighborhoods investments. 

Through coordinating and co-locating these Federal resources, Federal funds 
stretch further and are more effective. For example, local leaders who improve 
schools with Promise Neighborhood grants will be better able to attract market rate 
renter families back to the area and prepare the future workforce. Likewise, we ex-
pect that students living in Choice Neighborhoods’ safe, decent, affordable housing 
will be better able to concentrate on school and achieve higher test scores, consistent 
with previous findings of the impact of safe, decent, affordable housing on edu-
cational outcomes.9 
Meeting Communities Where They Are 

Choice Neighborhoods also meets communities where they are. That is why 
Choice Neighborhoods has dedicated a small, but significant portion of the overall 
allocation for Planning Grants. These Planning Grants ensure that those local lead-
ers and communities who are not yet able to fully undertake a successful neighbor-
hood revitalization can start down that path. By the end of their planning period 
these grantees will have developed a locally driven plan based on their needs and 
evidence-based practices, secured the necessary partnerships and leverage, and built 
their own capacity and the capacity of their partners and stakeholders so that they 
are ready to effectively implement the plan. Planning Grants also include competi-
tive preferences for communities that could particularly benefit from these invest-
ments, such as rural communities and neighborhoods that are designated as Prom-
ise Neighborhoods. 
What Local Leaders are Telling Us 

We have heard from mayors, PHA Executive Directors, economic development di-
rectors, and other leaders across the country that they need Choice Neighborhoods 
to help unlock the potential of their most distressed neighborhoods. They need this 
tool for those neighborhoods to recover, and for their cities to recover, tapping into 
the underlying economic strength of those neighborhoods. The intensity of the chal-
lenges faced in neighborhoods that have been mired in disinvestment for decades 
is so strong, it’s only through a catalytic investment like Choice Neighborhoods that 
those cities can get them on the right track—and ensure that the kids growing up 
there can access the opportunity that every American deserves. 

And so, Mr. Chairman, Choice Neighborhoods is about attacking interconnected 
challenges with comprehensive, proven tools. It’s about understanding that local 
problems require locally driven solutions—and that the Federal Government can 
serve as an effective partner in supporting these solutions. It’s about making tax-
payer dollars go as far as they can. But fundamentally, it’s about making sure every 
American gets a fair shot—whoever they are, and wherever they live. That’s what 
this program is all about—and it’s why I so appreciate this opportunity today. 
Thank you and I would be happy to answer any questions. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARIA MAIO 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, JERSEY CITY HOUSING AUTHORITY 

MARCH 27, 2012 

Chairman Menendez, Ranking Member DeMint and Members of the Sub-
committee, my name is Maria Maio and I am the Executive Director of the Jersey 
City Housing Authority (JCHA) of Jersey City, New Jersey. The JCHA is the 2nd 
largest PHA in New Jersey serving nearly 20,000 low and moderate income seniors, 
families and persons with disabilities in its Public Housing and Housing Choice 
Voucher Programs. 
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I greatly appreciate your invitation and am honored to be here today to testify 
before the Subcommittee regarding, ‘‘The Choice Neighborhoods Initiative: A New 
Community Development Model.’’ As you are aware, the JCHA received one of the 
first Planning Grants awarded under the Choice Neighborhoods Initiative as funded 
through the FY 2010 appropriations bill for the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development. Now, we are currently in the midst of preparing an application for 
an Implementation Grant under the Choice Neighborhoods program, and I will have 
more to say on that later in my testimony. 

I also want to commend you, Chairman Menendez, for authoring the bill to estab-
lish and implement Choice Neighborhoods in S. 624, ‘‘the Choice Neighborhoods Ini-
tiative Act of 2011’’, which would permanently authorize the program. Although the 
program has been funded for the last few years through the appropriations process, 
CNI has lacked the critical legitimacy of an authorized program conferred through 
the regular order of Congress. The hearings today will begin to rectify that defi-
ciency. 

As has been mentioned, Choice Neighborhoods builds upon the model and achieve-
ments of the HOPE VI program. HOPE VI has transformed communities by turning 
severely distressed public housing into mixed-income, mixed-use and revitalized 
communities that serve as long-term assets in their neighborhoods. HOPE VI has 
led the way in establishing new partnerships and leveraging additional resources. 
HOPE VI has also been a pioneer and laboratory for neighborhood place-based rede-
velopment. 

In a MacArthur Foundation study commissioned by the Council of Large Public 
Housing Authorities, the study found that HOPE VI redevelopments have had sig-
nificant economic and fiscal impacts on their surrounding areas. The HOPE VI 
neighborhoods in the study showed major drops in violent crime rates, increases in 
household income and rising home values. The study concluded that HOPE VI is 
a useful and cost-effective approach for catalyzing positive economic change in local 
communities. This has been true for us. 

The JCHA has been awarded three HOPE VI Revitalization Program grants, 
which have resulted in 730 constructed units and 275 planned units in mixed in-
come communities including public housing, affordable and market rate units. Our 
HOPE VI communities have served as a model for developing quality sustainable 
affordable housing, which has been applauded by City, State, and Federal officials 
and residents of public housing and the broader community and imitated by private 
and not-for-profit developers. Our HOPE VI Programs met the goals of rebuilding 
severely distressed public housing, deconcentrating poverty, leveraging non-Federal 
funds and providing higher quality, efficient affordable housing with reduced oper-
ating costs through the physical transformation to mixed income developments and 
a Community and Supportive Services Program that focused on self-sufficiency ini-
tiatives, with a major goal of reducing unemployment. 

The HOPE VI Program also began the organizational transformation of the JCHA 
from property manager to developer. Today the JCHA is regarded as the major af-
fordable housing developer in the city. Severely distressed public housing has been 
replaced with lower density housing that compliments the existing neighborhood, 
new developments that are community assets and attracting a diverse economic 
resident population in well maintained housing. Critics of the stereotyped public 
housing have become the strongest supporters of our new HOPE VI developments. 

Much of the success of our HOPE VI Program is also a result of our strong com-
mitment to Section 3 local hiring initiatives. To date, 500 public housing/local resi-
dents have been hired and $22 million has been targeted to Minority Business En-
terprise businesses. 

To date, 66% of the public housing units in HOPE VI developments have been 
leased to former relocatees. But perhaps the best indication of success comes from 
a public housing resident who returned to a HOPE VI development and expressed 
how her child can ‘‘sleep in peace, I don’t hear gun shots in the middle of the night’’. 

Choice Neighborhoods proposes to do the same by transforming neighborhoods of 
extreme poverty into mixed-income neighborhoods of long-term viability. It proposes 
to revitalize severely distressed housing, improve access to economic opportunities, 
leverage investments in well-functioning services, help foster effective schools and 
education programs, public assets, and help improve access to public transportation 
and improved access to jobs. 

Whereas the major HOPE VI focus was on addressing severely distressed public 
housing, CHOICE capitalizes on the strengths of institutions and assets of the 
neighborhood, convenes all neighborhood stakeholders and encourages their input, 
and pulls together disparate developments in various stages to plan and implement 
a singular comprehensive neighborhood transformation plan through tried-and-true 
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successful public-private partnerships. It was with these goals in mind that the 
JCHA applied for and was awarded a CHOICE Planning Grant last March. 

The CHOICE Neighborhood Initiative is a natural extension of the HOPE VI Pro-
gram. It will allow us to expand on our successful public/private partnerships to de-
velop a comprehensive plan for a neighborhood that includes the transformation of 
Montgomery Gardens, our remaining high rise family development within the 
broader McGinley Square-Montgomery Corridor Neighborhood. Montgomery Gar-
dens is currently perceived as a liability to further renewed investment in the neigh-
borhood. 

Perhaps most importantly, the transformation of Montgomery Gardens to a new 
CHOICE community that guarantees one for one replacement housing, ensures that 
the inevitable gentrification that will accompany market rate development will be 
addressed by the inclusion of affordable housing resulting in a quality mixed income 
community. At the JCHA we made a commitment to one for one replacement hous-
ing, however we recognize it may not be a viable replacement policy for every com-
munity. 

Properly implemented, we believe Choice Neighborhoods will be a broad place- 
based solution to help address the housing, transportation, energy, education, work-
force, environmental, health, business and development needs of neighborhoods and 
communities. We hope that with passage of this legislation we can work towards 
a more streamlined implementation process, and we stand ready to work with HUD 
on improving implementation of their current Choice Neighborhoods program. 

For example, we must be sure to create the type of environment that encourages 
and incentivizes the private sector to participate, and we must be careful to not be 
overly prescriptive in the implementation process. Under HOPE VI, the implemen-
tation process was structured such that public and private partners could come to 
the table and develop unique solutions to local housing challenges. 

We would like to see this same kind of successful structure adopted in the Choice 
Neighborhoods implementation process. We should also develop an implementation 
process that creates an intentional alignment of funding opportunities with other 
Federal agencies. We believe Choice Neighborhoods can be vitally important to long- 
term livability and can be an effective strategy to promoting sustainable commu-
nities for succeeding generations. 

One aspect of the legislation we believe is critically important—particularly as 
Choice Neighborhoods continues the legacy of HOPE VI—is the focus on public 
housing which we believe must be maintained. Three years ago, HUD acknowledged 
that there are three times the number of distressed developments in public housing 
as compared to assisted housing. We appreciate the legislation acknowledging this 
focus by designating not less than two-thirds of the amounts made available in any 
fiscal year, or two-thirds of the units assisted under Choice Neighborhoods shall be 
public housing units. 

We would further recommend that applicants for Choice Neighborhoods should ei-
ther be, or partner with, a public housing agency; or, if no public housing agency 
is available or interested, then other eligible entities are subsequently considered. 

In closing, I thank you for the opportunity to testify today on S. 624 authorizing 
the Choice Neighborhoods Initiative. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SUSAN J. POPKIN, PH.D. * 
DIRECTOR, PROGRAM ON NEIGHBORHOODS AND YOUTH DEVELOPMENT 

URBAN INSTITUTE 

MARCH 27, 2012 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, thank you for inviting me to ap-
pear here today. For the past 14 years, I have been studying the impact of the 
HOPE VI program on the original residents of public housing projects that are de-
molished and replaced. While most of my research has focused on Chicago, which 
had more distressed public housing than any other city in the country, I have con-
ducted research in 13 HOPE VI sites across the country. The testimony I present 
here today draws from four major studies: The HOPE VI Panel Study, which 
tracked residents from five sites across the country; the Chicago Panel Study; the 
Chicago Family Case Management Demonstration; and the new HOST Demonstra-
tion. 
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results from that research will be available in summer 2012. 

Twenty years ago, dilapidated, high-crime public housing developments populated 
by impoverished, female-headed households were a powerful symbol of the failures 
of U.S. social welfare policy. HOPE VI was a key element of a bold effort to trans-
form these public housing communities and demonstrate that housing programs 
could produce good results for residents and communities. The program provided 
grants to housing authorities to replace their most distressed developments-those 
with high crime rates, physical decay, and obsolete structures-with new, mixed-in-
come, mixed-tenure communities. In a departure from earlier efforts to ‘‘rehabili-
tate’’ public housing, HOPE VI sought to move beyond ‘‘bricks and mortar, and pro-
vided funding for supportive services for residents intended to help them move to-
ward self-sufficiency and improve their life circumstances’’ (Popkin, Levy, and Buron 
2009). 

HOPE VI was, at its core, a housing intervention, and there is no question that 
the program has changed the face of public housing-hundreds of those dilapidated 
structures have been replaced with attractive new developments, and the program 
has sparked innovations in financing and management (Katz 2009; Popkin et al., 
2004). The program succeeded in improving many families’ housing situations and 
quality of life. Evidence from The Urban Institute’s comprehensive HOPE VI Panel 
Study and its follow-up, the Chicago Panel Study, shows that many former residents 
received Housing Choice Vouchers or moved into mixed-income developments. These 
residents now live in better housing in neighborhoods that are considerably less 
poor and distressed and provide safe environments for them and their children. 

However, as I will discuss, HOPE VI was less successful in helping families im-
prove their economic circumstances and was not a solution for the most vulnerable 
households. Findings from the Moving to Opportunity Demonstration (Sanbotmutsu 
et al., 2011) and from evaluations of individual HOPE VI initiatives show similar 
results (Popkin, Levy, and Buron 2009). These findings suggest that Choice Neigh-
borhoods and other new comprehensive community redevelopment efforts that seek 
to improve the well-being of low-income residents in distressed neighborhoods need 
to provide services and support that will help address the complex challenges many 
of these families face in moving toward self-sufficiency. 
Better Housing in Safer Neighborhoods 

The HOPE VI Panel Study tracked outcomes for 887 residents from five sites 
around the United States: Shore Park/Shore Terrace (Atlantic City, NJ); Ida B. 
Wells Homes/Wells Extension/Madden Park Homes (Chicago, IL); Few Gardens 
(Durham, NC); Easter Hill (Richmond, CA); and East Capitol Dwellings (Wash-
ington, DC) from 2001 to 2005 (Popkin, Levy, and Buron 2009). The Chicago Panel 
Study (Popkin et al., 2010a) continued the research, surveying the Chicago sample.1 

This research concluded that for the most part, HOPE VI succeeded in its goal 
of improving residents’ life circumstances. The majority have experienced meaning-
ful improvement in their quality of life as a result of HOPE VI redevelopment, even 
though most residents have not moved back to the new, mixed-income site. HOPE 
VI Panel Study respondents who moved to the private market or mixed-income de-
velopments reported substantial improvements in the quality of their housing. At 
baseline in 2001, respondents from all five sites reported intolerable and hazardous 
housing conditions; when we followed them up in 2005, their circumstances had im-
proved substantially, and relatively few reported serious problems with their hous-
ing (Comey 2007). Four years later, findings from the Chicago Panel Study (Buron 
and Popkin 2010; Popkin et al., 2010a) documented continuing improvements, with 
virtually all former residents reporting better housing quality, regardless of whether 
they now lived in mixed-income housing, in the private market with a voucher, or 
in rehabilitated traditional public housing. 

Even more significantly, HOPE VI brought about dramatic improvement in re-
spondents’ sense of safety. The proportion of Panel Study respondents reporting ‘‘big 
problems’’ with violent crime and drug sales declined consistently after relocation. 
In Chicago, the trends were even more striking: respondents’ perceptions of violence 
and disorder in their neighborhoods decreased significantly across every measure 
the study tracked, with fewer than 25 percent reporting major problems with dis-
order (drug trafficking, sales, loitering, and gangs) by 2009. Likewise, the proportion 
of respondents who rated three indicators of violence (shootings and violence, at-
tacks, and sexual assault) as a big problem in their community declined by more 
than 50 percent. The benefits of the improvements in safety are profound, with resi-
dents reporting significantly lower levels of anxiety and fear and in qualitative 
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interviews, describing being able to sleep better, and feeling comfortable letting 
their children play outside (Popkin and Cove 2007; Popkin and Price 2010). 

Finally, respondents who had left traditional public housing living in communities 
that were much less poor than their original public housing developments, even if 
they were not living in a new mixed-income development. After relocation, half of 
those renting in the private market were living in neighborhoods that had poverty 
rates below 20 percent—in Chicago in 2009, a quarter of the sample were living in 
communities where the poverty rate was less than 15 percent (Buron, Levy, and 
Gallagher 2007; Comey 2007; Popkin et al., 2010a). 
Significant Challenges Remain 

But this research also highlights the significant challenges that remain—particu-
larly residents’ shockingly poor health and persistently low levels of employment— 
problems that will require more intensive, focused interventions. At every age level, 
HOPE VI Panel Study respondents are much more likely to describe their health 
as fair or poor than other adults overall and even than black women, a group with 
higher-than-average rates of poor health. Further, HOPE VI Panel Study respond-
ents report high rates of a range of chronic, debilitating conditions, including arthri-
tis, asthma, obesity, depression, diabetes, hypertension, and stroke. Mental health 
is a very serious problem for these respondents—not only depression, but reported 
rates of anxiety and other indicators were also very high: Overall, 29 percent of 
HOPE VI respondents indicated poor mental health (Manjarrez, Popkin, and Guern-
sey 2007). Four years later, the Chicago Panel Study found a deteriorating situation, 
with more than half the respondents rating their health as fair or poor—a rate four 
times that of the general population. Underscoring the severity of the problem, the 
mortality rate for these residents was stunningly high—more than twice that of the 
general population (Price and Popkin 2010). 

In addition to providing an improved living environment, the HOPE VI program’s 
goals included helping residents attain self-sufficiency. However, the evidence from 
our research shows that employment rates have remained persistently low, aver-
aging just under 50 percent, although these rates reflect considerable cycling in and 
out of the labor market (Levy 2010; Levy and Woolley 2007). Our research shows 
that health problems are by far the biggest barrier to employment: in 2005, among 
working-age respondents, nearly a third (32 percent) reported poor health, and most 
of them (62 percent) were unemployed. At each round of surveys, the strongest pre-
dictor of not working was having severe challenges with physical mobility (e.g., 
being unable to climb a flight of stairs or walk four blocks without resting). Depres-
sion also substantially reduced the probability of being employed, as did having 
been diagnosed with asthma and being obese. 

Finally, even though moving out of distressed public housing has generally im-
proved residents’ well-being, findings from the Urban Institute’s research provide an 
important cautionary note about the challenges that these households may face 
when they move to the private market with vouchers (Buron, Levy, and Gallagher 
2007). Moving out of public housing presents new financial management challenges: 
private-market property managers can be less forgiving of late rent payments than 
public housing managers, making it imperative that rent is paid on time. Also, since 
utilities are generally included in the rent in public housing, many former public 
housing residents are inexperienced in paying utility bills. They can find coping 
with seasonal variation in utility costs, particularly heating costs in the winter or 
spikes in gas costs, very daunting. At the 2005 follow-up and again in Chicago in 
2009, we found that residents who moved to the private market with vouchers were 
significantly more likely to report trouble paying their utility bills than those still 
living in traditional public housing (Levy 2010). Likewise, voucher holders were 
more likely than public housing households to report financial hardships paying for 
food. However, voucher holders were significantly less likely than public housing 
residents to be late paying their rent. It appears that former residents might be 
making tradeoffs, choosing to pay their rent on time to remain lease compliant and 
delaying utility payments.2 
The Most Vulnerable Need More Intensive Support 

Although it improved the circumstances of many former residents of distressed 
public housing, it is also clear that the HOPE VI program was not as successful in 
addressing the more complex social and economic challenges facing these very low- 
income families. In particular, it was not a solution for the most vulnerable-the sub-
set of families who are ‘‘hard to house’’ because of multiple, complex problems that 
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make them ineligible for mixed-income housing or unable to cope with the chal-
lenges of negotiating the private market with a housing choice voucher. These fami-
lies are not typical of all public housing residents, but make up a large share of 
those living in the kind of distressed public housing complexes targeted for redevel-
opment (Popkin, Cunningham, and Burt 2005; Theodos et al., forthcoming). 

These findings led the Urban Institute to work with housing authorities to test 
more intensive service models. The Chicago Family Case Management Demonstra-
tion (Popkin et al., 2010b; Theodos et al., 2012) provided one model for serving the 
needs of the most vulnerable public and assisted housing families. The Demonstra-
tion developed and tested an innovative program for serving the needs of the most 
troubled public housing residents-households with high rates of physical and mental 
health problems, low levels of educational attainment, weak attachment to the labor 
force, and high levels of involvement in public systems (criminal justice, child wel-
fare). The Demonstration, a partnership of The Urban Institute, the Chicago Hous-
ing Authority (CHA), and Heartland Human Care Services, ran from March 2007 
to March 2010, providing residents from the CHA’s Dearborn Homes and Madden/ 
Wells developments with intensive case management services, where clients saw 
their case managers at least once a week; a Transitional Jobs program that pro-
vided subsidized jobs and on-the-job training; financial literacy training; and mobil-
ity counseling to support participants in moving to communities that offered access 
to better schools, jobs, and amenities. The Urban Institute conducted a rigorous 
evaluation of the initiative. 

The Demonstration was remarkably successful in implementing this wraparound 
supportive service model for vulnerable public housing residents. The lead service 
provider was able to adapt the service model as residents relocated with vouchers 
or to mixed-income housing, while sustaining high levels of engagement. Partici-
pants perceived improvements in service quality and delivery, and providers felt 
more effective and engaged. Strikingly, participants reported gains in employment, 
health, improved housing and neighborhood conditions, and reduced levels of fear 
and anxiety. The average costs for the intensive services per household were rel-
atively modest, about $3,600 per year or $1,600 more than the standard CHA serv-
ice package.3 

Most significantly, despite an extremely difficult labor market, self-reported em-
ployment among working-age Demonstration participants increased from 49 percent 
in 2007 to 59 percent in 2009, likely due to the support participants received from 
the intensive Transitional Jobs program (Parilla and Theodos 2010). Also striking 
was the finding that, in contrast to the results of the HOPE VI and CHA Panel 
studies, Demonstration participants’ health did not decline over time. Between 2007 
and 2009, participants’ health status remained remarkably stable; in fact, more re-
spondents reported improvements than declines. Further, while there was no change 
in the proportion of respondents who reported poor mental health or clinical depres-
sion, respondents did report significant reductions in anxiety. 

As was the case with HOPE VI, Demonstration participants experienced gains in 
their housing and neighborhood quality, although the majority (59 percent) re-
mained in traditional public housing. Participants perceived that relocating had 
major benefits, with four out of five reporting that they live in better-quality hous-
ing than at baseline. Like their counterparts in the HOPE VI studies, Demonstra-
tion participants also moved to neighborhoods where they feel safer, have more con-
nections with their neighbors, and report less physical and social disorder (Theodos 
and Parilla 2010). 

Still, it was clear that it was easier to improve residents’ housing and neighbor-
hood conditions than to address their physical and emotional health. Even the in-
tensive case management and clinical services the Demonstration provided were 
only able to make a small dent in health outcomes for participants—seemingly sta-
bilizing their overall health, reducing anxiety, and lowering levels of alcohol con-
sumption. While health stabilized overall, levels of chronic illness and mortality 
rates remained strikingly high (Popkin and Getsinger 2010). This modest progress 
underscores the depth of the challenges facing these families—and service providers. 

Finally, findings from the Chicago Family Case Management Demonstration paint 
a disturbing picture of at-risk children and youth living in extremely troubled 
households. These children have endured years of living in violent and chaotic envi-
ronments; in many cases, their parents were so distressed—suffering from mental 
and physical illness, struggling with substance abuse, dealing with histories of trau-
ma—that they were unable to shield their children from the worst effects of the 
stresses surrounding them. Although the Demonstration took a family focused ap-
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proach, no services or case managers were explicitly dedicated to children and 
youth; at the follow-up, these children were still experiencing alarming levels of dis-
tress and exhibiting high levels of behavior problems and delinquency (Getsinger 
and Popkin 2010). 

Moving to Dual-Generation Strategies 
The Chicago Family Case Management Demonstration offers important lessons on 

what it will take to help improve the well-being of even the most vulnerable fami-
lies. However, even though that demonstration succeeded in improving many out-
comes for adults, the benefits did not extend to children and youth. Developing ef-
fective place-based models that reach youth is critical not only for improving the 
lives of individual children and youth, but also for ensuring the health and viability 
of public and mixed-income communities. If youth engagement strategies are suc-
cessful, they can reduce critical neighborhood problems such as vandalism, drug 
trafficking, fighting, and gang activity—the disorder and violence that have consid-
erable impact on other residents and can drive away other residents. The Urban In-
stitute’s new, multisite HOST (Housing Opportunities and Services Together) Dem-
onstration builds on lessons learned from our earlier research in Chicago. Launched 
in December 2010, HOST is testing innovative, two-generation service models to im-
prove the life chances of vulnerable low-income families living in public and mixed- 
income housing communities. At its core, the demonstration aims to address par-
ents’ key barriers to self-sufficiency—such as poor physical and mental health, ad-
dictions, low levels of literacy, lack of a high school diploma, and historically weak 
connection to the labor force—while simultaneously integrating services and sup-
ports for children and youth. HOST is currently being implemented in three care-
fully selected sites in variety of settings—from those serving high need populations 
in traditional public housing located in high poverty neighborhoods to populations 
in newly developed mixed-income neighborhoods. The three participating housing 
authorities and sites are: 1) Chicago Housing Authority, Altgeld Gardens; 2) Home 
Forward (Formerly the Housing Authority of Portland), New Columbia and Hum-
boldt Gardens mixed-income developments; and the District of Columbia Housing 
Authority, Benning Terrace. The New York City Housing Authority is also planning 
on joining the demonstration, and will likely plan to serve families in the Browns-
ville community. 

During its 2-year implementation, the HOST Demonstration will identify strate-
gies and services that help the families at greatest risk and offer the best potential 
for strengthening the community. This information will inform the Federal Govern-
ment’s multiagency Neighborhood Revitalization Initiative, which encompasses the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development’s Choice Neighborhood program, 
the Department of Education’s Promise Neighborhoods program, and the Depart-
ment of Justice’s Byrne Criminal Justice Innovation program. Looking forward, 
HOST will help answer critical questions about what works for whom and provide 
important insight into how local communities implement similar dual-generation 
models to improve the life chances of their most vulnerable children and families. 
Incorporating Services into Comprehensive Community Initiatives 

Incorporating intensive case management and permanent supportive housing for 
the most vulnerable residents into Choice Neighborhoods and any other comprehen-
sive redevelopment efforts is one way to ensure that these initiatives truly meet the 
needs of all public housing families. The Choice Neighborhoods initiative builds on 
the successes of HOPE VI and broadens the scope of revitalization efforts beyond 
public housing to the surrounding community, including schools and other types of 
housing. However, if this new effort is to be more successful than its predecessor 
in improving the lives—and long-term life chances—of the vulnerable families who 
suffered the worst consequences of living in distressed public housing, it is essential 
that it incorporate strategies that effectively address their needs (Popkin and 
Cunningham 2009). None of these solutions are simple, and all will require a long- 
term commitment to improving the quality of life for these households, and ensuring 
better futures for their children. 
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Senator Menendez and distinguished Members of the Committee, my name is Dr. 
Anthony B. Sanders and I am the Distinguished Professor of Finance at George 
Mason and a Senior Scholar at the Mercatus Center. It is an honor to testify before 
this Committee today. 

I am here to discuss a proposed Senate bill: S. 624, the Choice Neighborhoods 
Bill.1 The Bill calls for $350 million in 2012 for competitive grants to revitalize dis-
tressed neighborhoods. 

Three-hundred-fifty million dollars spread over the United States for distressed 
neighborhoods is a drop in the bucket. Bear in mind that Stanford University re-
cently built a business school campus for $345 million.2 

This Bill is a revision of the HOPE VI program that was less than a success.3, 
4 As of June 1, 2010 there have been 254 HOPE VI revitalization grants awarded 
to 132 housing authorities since 1993-totaling more than $6.1 billion. 

And yet Detroit, Cleveland, and many other inner cities continue to suffer. 
What are the changes to HOPE VI that give us hope that it will help? These 

changes are supported by housing advocates, private developers, HUD, and numer-
ous community groups listed below. 

What are the changes to HOPE VI that give them hope? 
• Expands eligible properties to privately owned and managed but severely dis-

tressed HUD-assisted housing, that serves as affordable housing for an ex-
tended period of time; 

• Expands eligible applicants to include local governments, nonprofits, and for- 
profit developers to apply jointly with a public entity such as a Public Housing 
Authority; 

• Ensures coordination and efficient use of resources by requiring transformation 
plans to address not only housing, but jobs, supportive services, economic devel-
opment, education, recreation, and transportation; 

• Allows conversion of vacant or foreclosed properties to affordable housing as an 
eligible project, which addresses the foreclosed and vacant homes plaguing 
many communities; 

• HUD had $265M for this work in 2010 and currently has $165M available in 
2011. The bill would authorize the Choice Neighborhoods Initiative at $350M 
as a full replacement for HOPE VI. 

This is another move toward private-public partnerships like we have with Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac, the mortgage giants in conservatorship. Private-public part-
nerships sound like a ‘‘free market’’ solution, but they are not. In 2010, the grant 
recipients were housing authorities where $22 million per development was com-
mon.5 Now the idea is to open up the grants for nonprofits and for-profit developers 
to join hands with public housing authorities to deliver the same public housing so-
lution that has been a failure for decades. 
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After billions of dollars have been spent, Hope VI and this bill should focus on 
a better way to help the poor rather than ‘‘a lick of paint’’ approach public housing. 
After all, $350 million is a drop in the proverbial bucket. 
A Better Way 

The Senate and the House have taken an important step recently in terms of try-
ing to unshackle the free market and encourage job creation. Job creation is impor-
tant to solving the problems of our lower-income households, allowing them to pos-
sibly escape public housing. 

But not everyone will be able to escape public housing. While our public housing 
is far better than many other countries: a visit to various public housing projects 
will convince you that improvements in public housing are still needed. 

The Administration and Congress have set aside staggering amounts of money for 
housing and mortgage programs already. HAMP, HARP 2.0, the Attorney General 
Settlement of $25 billion, the proposed FHA Refi program from President Obama’s 
2012 State of the Union Address, HUD’s 2012 Budget of $47,199,000,000,6 and the 
losses of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to taxpayers of $160 billion puts the amount 
thrown at housing by various government entities at over $230 billion in recent 
years. 

Department of Housing and Urban Development Secretary Shaun Donovan is an 
advocate of improving the quality of housing projects in the Nation. But why can’t 
HUD find $350 million in their $47.2 billion budget through effective budget man-
agement? Does HUD not deem Choice Neighborhoods Initiative important enough 
to fund in its own budget? 

A better way to help solve the problem is to unleash the free market on housing. 
Taking a page from the President Reagan (and Democratic majority) playbook, we 
should use fiscal policy to increase the supply of clean, affordable housing by offer-
ing accelerated depreciation deductions on multifamily housing. This will increase 
the supply of housing without having to go through housing authorities and not-for- 
profits. 

The Reagan/Democratic Congressional approach (also known as the Kemp-Roth 
‘‘Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981’’ (Pub.L. 97–34)7 was to increase depreciation 
deductions on multifamily housing using the Accelerated Cost Recovery System 
(ACRS).8 Under this legislation, all property was depreciable for tax purposes over 
15 year and for low-income housing, 200 percent declining balance depreciation was 
available. Furthermore, rehabilitation expenditures for low-income housing could be 
amortized over 5 years. The Act worked so well that it was amended in 1986 with 
the 1986 tax act. 

We could once again use fiscal policy to help solve the public housing problem. 
I would prefer this solution to the ‘‘lick of paint’’ approach to revitalizing distressed 
neighborhoods. 

To be sure, such legislation could create additional deficits, but the simulative ef-
fects to the economy and the distressed neighborhoods could be greater than the lost 
tax income received by the Federal Government. 

Recently, Bank of America announced a ‘‘Mortgage to Lease’’ trial program.9 To 
avoid foreclosure and yet another property going to Real Estate Owned (REO) and 
out in the already flooded housing market, this proposal from Bank of America will 
keep homeowners in their current home but switch them to renters. It is a way to 
stabilize neighborhoods hit by the foreclosure crisis and curtail neighborhood blight 
by keeping a portion of distressed properties off the market. 

Between stimulating the construction and rehab or public housing and initiatives 
like Bank of America’s ‘‘Mortgage to Lease’’ trial program, we now see better poten-
tial to fix the problems of public housing. 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. 
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Chairman Menendez, Ranking Member DeMint, and Members of the Housing 
Subcommittee: Thank you so much for inviting me to testify today. I am honored 
to be with you to discuss the Choice Neighborhoods Initiative and to represent the 
Housing Partnership Network. 
About the Housing Partnership Network 

The Housing Partnership Network is a member-driven collaborative of 99 entre-
preneurial nonprofits that build, manage, and finance affordable housing. Our mem-
bers include mission-driven lenders, housing developers, property owners and man-
agers, and housing counselors—all of whom are managing their enterprises based 
on good business practices while at the same time working to provide their residents 
with decent, affordable places to live in healthy and sustainable communities. 

Through peer-to-peer exchanges organized by the Network, our members come to-
gether to share best practices, create innovative solutions to housing and community 
development challenges, and launch collaborative businesses that enhance their sus-
tainability and impact. 

Our members are domiciled in 32 different States and in the District of Columbia. 
HPN members operate over large geographic areas—at least on a citywide basis, but 
more often on a regional, State-wide, multistate, or even a national footprint. The 
membership has operations in all 50 States. 

In the Chairman’s State of New Jersey we are very pleased to count the New 
Communities Corporation (NCC) as a member. Founded in 1967 after the Newark 
civil disorders, NCC is—like most of the members of the Housing Partnership Net-
work—among the more comprehensive and the larger community development orga-
nizations in the United States. NCC has developed and financed 3,000 housing units 
serving 7,000 residents in Newark, Jersey City, and Orange. NCC provides day care, 
alternative education, social services, job training, employment services, and health 
care to residents of the Newark area. A list of all the HPN members is included 
in this testimony as Attachment A. 

These strong nonprofit organizations are critical institutions at the center of af-
fordable housing and community development efforts in many areas of the country. 
Their combination of mission focus and business discipline brings a new capacity to 
deal with longstanding neighborhood needs. They are, in effect, small- and medium- 
sized businesses. HPN members succeed because they are skilled in creating effec-
tive partnerships with State and local governments, private sector actors, financial 
institutions, and the civic leaders in the communities where they operate. They have 
demonstrated experience as effective stewards of public resources and as entrepre-
neurial actors capable of magnifying the community impact of public funds by using 
these to leverage private resources. These organizations demonstrate that there are 
economies of scale in this work and they bring financial strength through the diver-
sification of their revenues. 

Collectively, the 99 HPN members have developed or preserved more than 
230,000 affordable homes, financed more than 420,000 homes, and counseled more 
than 600,000 families. As a group, the Network members have over 13,000 employ-
ees and nearly a $1 billion in annual revenues. We estimate that the value of the 
housing developed or financed by the membership since 1980 exceeds $67 bil-
lion.The point of the statistics is that the members of HPN are sophisticated, high- 
capacity social enterprises with long records of accomplishment in affordable hous-
ing and community development. 
Support for S. 624 and the Choice Neighborhoods Approach 

On behalf of this group of organizations, Mr. Chairman, I am here to strongly en-
dorse Senate bill 624, The Choice Neighborhood Initiatives Act of 2011. I urge the 
Committee to report this legislation to the full Senate at its earliest possible oppor-
tunity. I am testifying today for the Network, but would also like to acknowledge 
the good work and leadership of the Choice Neighborhoods Coalition of which we 
are a member. I attach the Coalition’s letter to the Senate Banking Committee in 
support of the Choice Neighborhoods program in the hope that it can also be in-
cluded in the record with this testimony (See Attachment B). 

The Choice Neighborhoods program builds on the long record of success of the 
HOPE VI program. I was here on the Senate Banking Committee staff when HOPE 
VI was launched. The program has had a long and successful run providing local 
communities with the resources required not just to renovate and rehabilitate dis-
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tressed residential real estate, but to actually transform communities where both 
the physical and social systems were not working effectively before the public in-
vestment. With the application of HOPE VI grants, highly distressed, dysfunctional 
public housing high-rise communities were transformed into sustainable mixed-in-
come communities where low-income and middle-income families could live together 
and the surrounding landscape was transformed from one of blight and decay to one 
that encourages additional private investment. The positive changes that occurred 
in community after community around the country as a result of the HOPE VI effort 
are visible in hundreds of before and after photos. 

The Choice Neighborhoods Initiative builds on the HOPE VI record of success but 
also introduces three important changes that we strongly endorse. Most impor-
tantly, Choice Neighborhoods expands the focus of the program beyond just public 
housing developments to include equally distressed properties under nonpublic own-
ership. In too many communities, distressed privately owned HUD-assisted housing 
resides side-by-side with the distressed public housing inventory. While we are en-
tirely sympathetic to the underfunded capital needs of the public housing inventory 
and support a variety of strategies to address this challenge, the insight of Choice 
Neighborhoods is that whether the distressed real estate is publicly owned or pri-
vately owned, it has the same negative effects on the people who live in those prop-
erties and those who live in the communities surrounding those properties. Local 
governments struggling to combat the infection of blight and spiraling disinvest-
ment need a tool to reposition this distressed real estate or the community assets 
will remain blighted, undervalued, a drain on the community, and a contributor to 
poor social outcomes. 

The second important innovation is that Choice Neighborhoods builds on HOPE 
VI by allowing local governments, nonprofits, and for-profit developers (in conjunc-
tion with the local government) to step into a lead development role where pre-
viously the lead grantee role on HOPE VI efforts was the sole province of public 
housing agencies. This is an important breakthrough. As outlined above there is 
now within the affordable housing delivery system a solid and growing set of highly 
competent nonprofit institutions capable of not only leading complicated, multi- 
sourced, multi-outcome developments, but in many places providing the Federal 
and/or local government with a redevelopment leadership option that has the poten-
tial to provide greater positive outcomes for the community. A strong nonprofit de-
veloper is mission-aligned with the public sector and can often bring skills and flexi-
bility not available to the public actors. At the same time, like for-profit develop-
ment entities, these organizations bring business-like approaches and the ability to 
work with and leverage private capital. As the Choice Neighborhoods program 
evolves we would like the government to embrace a more open competition for the 
resources where developments and development plans are selected based on the 
strength and track record of the counterparties and their ability to deliver on posi-
tive, measurable social and real estate outcomes on behalf of the residents and the 
broader community. Competition should lead to better outcomes. In practice, many 
HOPE VI redevelopments were the result of successful public/private/not-for-profit 
partnerships. The Choice Neighborhoods program going forward should continue to 
encourage these types of partnerships to flourish where each party brings value and 
expertise that translates into better outcomes for the residents and the community. 

Finally, the Choice Neighborhoods approach advances on the HOPE VI model by 
requiring and promoting even greater linkages and synergies between the redevel-
opment effort and other public systems that make a community successful and in-
crease opportunities for low-income residents. A successful community includes good 
schools, accessible health care, basic retail services like healthy grocery stores, ac-
cess to jobs or access to transportation that connects residents to jobs, and strong 
support services for the individuals in the community who need these services. 
HOPE VI recognized that the revitalization of distressed public housing with high 
concentrations of poverty required services for needy families; Choice Neighborhoods 
goes further to advance new connections—especially with its efforts to create link-
ages to good schools, educational opportunities, and health care. The Administration 
deserves significant credit in its implementation of the Choice Neighborhoods pro-
gram in its work to break down the silos that divide Federal agencies. This is a 
huge challenge and a place where Congress could do much to support for these ef-
forts. 

There are hundreds of good Choice Neighborhoods projects already under consid-
eration. In the FY 2010 and FY 2011 funding rounds, HUD received 236 applica-
tions from public, private, and nonprofit sponsors in 37 States, the District of Co-
lumbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Island. From these, HUD has so far selected 
5 proposals for implementation grants and 30 for planning grants. 
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The Network’s Practitioner-Based Experience with Choice Neighborhoods 
The collective experience of HPN members reflects the evolution of affordable 

housing policy in this country. Over the past 25 years we have learned a great deal 
about what successful affordable housing does for its residents and the communities 
in which it is located. Poorly managed housing is associated with decay and other 
undesirable social outcomes. Decent, well-managed affordable housing is the plat-
form for a wider array of positive social outcomes. Successful housing is housing 
that contributes to the success of its residents: this means linkages to jobs, services, 
health care, education, and the broader community. Housing that serves residents 
of different incomes often works better than housing that increases concentrations 
of poverty. Choice Neighborhoods embodies this learning and advances it. 

Nearly all Housing Partnership Network members are engaged in the spirit of the 
Choice Neighborhoods agenda through the work they carry out every day. Our mul-
tifamily housing developers are not only providing high quality affordable places to 
live for low-income seniors and families, but are working to link those families to 
health services for seniors, after-school programs for kids, and job preparedness 
services for heads of households. 

Our Community Development Financial Institution (CDFIs) members, in par-
ticular, are providing the financing and capital across a spectrum of community de-
velopment activities as part of successful community revitalization efforts. In addi-
tion to financing affordable housing development, CDFIs in the Network are pro-
viding innovative financing to community facilities like senior centers, loans to child 
care facilities that allow the parents of pre-school kids to go to work, charter schools 
that are advancing educational opportunities, community health care facilities pro-
viding accessible, lower-cost services, and investments to link communities to tran-
sit. 

The Housing Partnership Network would be remiss if it did not recognize the 
Chairman’s strong leadership in supporting the CDFI industry and especially his 
work in sponsoring the CDFI Bond Guarantee program. The Bond Guarantee pro-
gram has the potential to revolutionize the scale and impact of the organizations 
working so hard to revitalize America’s low-income communities by providing long- 
term patient capital. We would like to continue to work with you and your staff to 
achieve the successful launch of the CDFI Bond Guarantee program. 

Several Housing Partnership Network members are already active participants in 
the Choice Neighborhoods effort. Preservation of Affordable Housing, Inc. (POAH) 
was the winner of one of the first implementation grants. POAH received a grant 
to transform the 504-unit Grove Parc Plaza Apartments in Chicago into Woodlawn 
Park, a new mixed-income, mixed-use development that will be the anchor for a 
comprehensive Woodlawn revitalization. With its $30.5 million Choice Neighbor-
hoods grant, POAH expects to leverage $272 million of total development in the 
area over the next 5 years. The city of Chicago is a key partner in the project’s im-
plementation and many other community organizations will also participate includ-
ing the Woodlawn Children’s Promise Community (WCPC), the Woodlawn New 
Communities Program, and Metropolitan Family Services. 

The POAH plan highlights both the capacity of this strong, national, nonprofit de-
veloper to lead a complex development process as well as the ability of the Choice 
Neighborhood Grants to catalyze a major change in a community. Through the proc-
ess, POAH will demolish the existing, distressed apartment complex and replace it 
with a healthier mixed-use, mixed-income community with 420 units and 95,000 
square feet of retail and community space. All of the affordable units in the original 
buildings will be replaced 1-for-1 through investments in other properties in the sur-
rounding neighborhoods, in some cases repositioning foreclosed and abandoned prop-
erties to create an additional 575 units of mixed-income dwellings. 

WCPC and the Urban Educations Institute have designed a comprehensive edu-
cational initiative designed to improve access and outcomes from early childhood 
through college, for all Woodlawn children. A new, 15,000 square foot community 
resource center at the heart of the development will feature a satellite Center for 
Working Families, providing tailored skill-building and job connections to residents. 
And, the project will implement a gang violence initiative that incorporates a range 
of data-tested anti-gang enforcement strategies—including more intensive commu-
nity policing and coordination with community watch block clubs and parent school 
patrols. 

I should also note that an HPN CDFI member, the Low Income Investment Fund 
(LIIF), CDFI has provided a loan to POAH in support of the Woodlawn redevelop-
ment financing package. 

HPN members are also leading or participating in Choice Neighborhoods planning 
grants. The Community Action Project of Tulsa County, Inc. (CAP), for example, re-
ceived a round one Choice Neighborhoods planning grant as the lead developer. CAP 
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has partnered with Brightwaters Housing Partners and McCormack Baron Salazar 
to revitalize the Eugene Field neighborhood of Tulsa, Oklahoma. The Eugene Field 
neighborhood is one of Tulsa’s poorest and most isolated communities. It has experi-
enced a violent crime rate more than double the rest of the city. The Brightwaters 
Apartments in the neighborhood is a 200-unit HUD-assisted property. In addition 
to redeveloping this property, the local effort will leverage existing volunteer-led ac-
tivity in the community with a state-of-the-art preschool, a fresh foods market, and 
a new playground. The project is expected to move Brightwaters toward a mixed- 
income development and include expanded CAP efforts to link the residents of the 
community to supportive services and job opportunities. 

Columbus, Ohio-based National Church Residences (NCR), a national nonprofit 
that owns and manages 20,000 units in 28 States, is a key partner and co-grantee 
in a project led by the Columbus Metropolitan Housing Authority that also includes 
Ohio State University and the city of Columbus. Their project would redevelop a 26- 
acre site known as Poindexter Village as well as the surrounding neighborhood. 
Omni Development in Providence, Rhode Island is participating as a key partner 
to the Providence Housing Authority in a planning grant around a proposed redevel-
opment of the Olneyville neighborhood. The Community Preservation and Develop-
ment Corporation (CPDC) in Washington, DC is a partner on a planning grant 
awarded to the District of Columbia Housing Authority, Kenilworth Courts, and the 
Kenilworth-Parkside Resident Management Corporation. CPDC owns and manages 
the Mayfair apartment complex which is an anchor asset in the community targeted 
for revitalization. 
Policy Observations and Proposals 

This practitioner-based experience serves to inform the suggestions we would 
make to this Subcommittee as you move to mark up the Choice Neighborhoods legis-
lation. We would like to make these comments for your consideration: 

1. Institutionalize the program. It is important to put an authorization in place. 
While the Choice Neighborhoods program is up and running already, this is due to 
the actions of the Appropriations Committee. We are hopeful that Congress will con-
tinue to advance this important work in future appropriations acts. However, an au-
thorization would provide a more predictable framework for the program. Choice 
Neighborhoods implicates many long-standing, difficult public policy issues. Afford-
able housing program design is often about choosing between place-based and peo-
ple-based strategies, about the sometimes competing desires to create mobility and 
choice for households to seek opportunity versus focusing on building communities 
of opportunity. Policy makers need to think through the challenges of balancing the 
positive impacts of new investment and regeneration on surrounding property val-
ues with the sometimes negative effects of rising rents and displacement through 
gentrification. These are all perennially challenging public policy issues reflecting 
competing values. The HUD program implementation is addressing these issues, but 
future policymakers will be tempted to revisit all of these issues and can do so more 
readily in the current legal environment. In short, the lack of a permanent author-
ization makes the future development environment uncertain. 

Real estate development requires extensive planning activities and a long lead 
time. Acquiring land or property and holding it is expensive. In the case of Choice 
Neighborhoods eligible efforts, the upfront costs will, of necessity, be elevated as 
partnerships across multiple disciplines are formed and formalized. Many HPN 
members—who are the types of organizations one would like involved in the devel-
opment process as strong counterparties—have not stepped up to compete because 
of the uncertainty in program funding, lack of an authorization, and uncertain prob-
ability of success. When the program funding levels and its rules are institutional-
ized the strongest players in the not-for-profit sector will be more willing to absorb 
the upfront costs and take on the risks to compete. A predictable grant-making proc-
ess over multiple years will increase the strength of the applications. It is important 
for this Committee to put in place an authorization that provides more permanent 
guidance and a lasting authorization framework. 

2. Embrace the equivalency of publicly owned and privately owned distressed 
housing. Distressed housing has identical impacts on the people who live there and 
on the neighborhoods that surround that property. We would recommend that the 
Choice Neighborhoods program move toward a level competitive playing field unre-
lated to the ownership of the properties. With limited resources at the Federal level, 
Congress should set up the competition for Choice Neighborhoods grants devoid of 
set-asides for one type of housing, or one type of developer versus another. Projects 
should compete head to head for the public resources based on the strength and ex-
perience of the lead development counterparty, on the quality of the cross-silo part-
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nerships committed to the development, on the leverage achieved in bringing in 
other nonpublic resources, and on the quality, assurance, and effectiveness of the 
intervention on the lives of the residents living in these communities. The competi-
tion for the resources will allow the very best projects to rise to the top and the 
Federal Government will maximize the social return on its public investments. 

3. Continue to Encourage Multi-disciplinary Approaches. It is important that 
Choice Neighborhoods legislation continue to push for a more holistic approach to 
community development at the local level. The central challenge with Choice Neigh-
borhoods is how to use HUD funding for a specific real estate transaction to drive 
a much broader program of community change. The legislation deals with this chal-
lenge by using HUD funding for housing redevelopment and allowing a certain 
amount of the grant to pay for community improvements and services as an incen-
tive for localities to bring other funding such as transportation, job training, or 
school construction. Federal officials must also be encouraged to act in a multi-dis-
ciplinary manner. Resources from the various relevant Federal programs have dif-
ferent rules, different timing, and different institutional delivery systems that serve 
as a barrier to local leaders accumulating the funds need to address the range of 
needs in a particular place. There are reasons for all of the different program re-
quirements. This is not something that can be solved quickly or easily. The Admin-
istration deserves great credit for its work to break down the programmatic silos 
across the range of relevant Federal agencies. For example, under Secretary Dono-
van’s leadership, HUD has been working closely with the Department of Transpor-
tation on coordinating housing and transportation policy. More can be done by Con-
gress to encourage and facilitate the coordinated delivery of Choice Neighborhoods 
with other Federal resources. 

4. Assure Adequate Funding for Both Choice Neighborhoods and Other Core Af-
fordable Housing Programs. Within the Housing Partnership Network there is a sig-
nificant concern that the increasingly constrained Federal discretionary appropria-
tions picture is pitting funding for one Federal housing program against another. 
This is felt most keenly through the pressure on critical affordable housing tools like 
the HOME program and the project-based Section 8 accounts. Both programs are 
essential in the production and preservation of affordable housing in this country. 
HOME is a very important and successful block grant program, providing gap funds 
that allow development and preservation projects to move forward. HOME has been 
wrongly maligned in the press recently and as a result has suffered some serious 
cuts in the appropriations process. We are also working with Congress to restore 
the HOME funds and to fully fund the Section 8 program. 

In this era of hard caps on appropriations, some perceive that funding for Choice 
Neighborhoods could come at the expense of funding for core programs like HOME 
and Section 8. This is a false and unfortunate choice. Each of the programs address-
es a different, yet critical need. We need to identify sufficient funds to do both. 
Conclusion 

In closing, Mr. Chairman and Members of this Subcommittee, I would like to reit-
erate how important the work you are doing is for America’s urban, suburban, and 
rural communities. In all kinds of places, federally assisted properties that have fall-
en into distress for any of a variety of reasons—the natural aging of the asset, inad-
equate funding, over-leveraging, a change in market conditions, a change in ten-
ancy, and poor property management. Whatever the cause, these properties have 
had a negative effect on their residents and the surrounding communities. The pres-
ence of these properties is pulling down values for blocks and sometimes miles 
around. The blight at the center of the neighborhood can keep people from buying 
homes nearby and can prevent new investment coming in. A public investment like 
Choice Neighborhoods can change the negative market dynamic and send the prop-
erty, the community, and most importantly the lives of the people who live there 
on a new positive upward trajectory. Thank you. 
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Good morning Chairman Menendez and Members of the Subcommittee. My name 
is Egbert Perry. I am Chairman and Chief Executive Office of The Integral Group 
LLC, a private, for-profit real estate firm focused on implementing urban develop-
ment projects nationally. I am honored to have the opportunity to come before you 
this morning to give you my testimony in support of ‘‘The Choice Neighborhood Ini-
tiative: A New Community Development Model.’’ This initiative would help to trans-
form distressed neighborhoods and public and assisted projects into viable and sus-
tainable mixed-income neighborhoods by linking housing improvements with appro-
priate services, schools, public assets, transportation, and access to jobs. My support 
comes not only as a result of my appreciation for the obvious public policy case that 
underpins the proposed legislation, but also from my experience as a practitioner 
in the private development marketplace. 

INTRODUCTION 
Integral is a 20-year-old firm, headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia. During that pe-

riod, we have undertaken projects in many cities across the country, including 
Washington, DC, Baltimore and Atlanta. 

Unlike many real estate companies, our firm undertakes both a) conventional 
(commercial) real estate development and b) community development. As we all are 
aware, commercial real estate development is ‘‘transactional’’ and, therefore, focused 
almost entirely on providing maximum economic returns to the investors and devel-
opers from the transaction in question. 

On the other hand, our community development approach seeks to be ‘‘trans-
formational’’ with respect to the building of communities. Like some of the other 
community developers, we come to this work with a commitment to transformation, 
while simultaneously seeking to achieve a reasonable profit. In order to transform, 
rebuild or revitalize communities, our core strategy is designed to leverage resources 
to restore the functioning of normal market forces, thereby minimizing the ongoing 
dependence on public funding to sustain the communities. This public-private part-
nership model is critical to successful community development initiatives, and the 
public dollars must be positioned to leverage private resources and private invest-
ment. Since the private sector partners in these undertakings are expected to bear 
the guarantee and market risks, they must be able to manage and mitigate their 
risk, without ignoring the public policy priorities. Accordingly, there are several 
metrics that we use to measure success. They include: 

1. Solid economic returns on invested equity; 
2. Positive economic and social outcomes for the community residents; 
3. Positive economic development impact on surrounding/adjacent communities; 

and 
4. Positive economic impact on the local political jurisdictions (i.e., City, County 

and State). 
BACKGROUND 

It is this multi-faceted solution that the very best HOPE VI developments tried 
to achieve over the past 15 years. The Choice Neighborhood Initiative (‘‘Choice’’) im-
proves on the lessons learned from HOPE VI and provides a path forward for 
achieving greater and more long lasting positive outcomes, by making some ‘‘nice 
to haves’’ under HOPE VI (such as linkages to education, working through non-
public housing authorities, etc.) essential elements of the more ‘‘integrated’’ Choice 
program. In time, the success of this program should be reflected in a consistently 
higher level of quality in the development solutions that are produced under Choice. 

Our firm has been involved in the development of over 10 HOPE VI developments 
nationally, as well as other affordable, non-HOPE VI developments. This has helped 
me appreciate the potential benefits that Choice offers by reflecting on Centennial 
Place, the nation’s first HOPE VI development. Coincidentally, it was developed on 
the site of the nation’s first public housing project, Techwood Homes, and an adja-
cent public housing project known as Clark Howell Homes. Centennial Place was 
implemented by a public-private partnership that included The Integral Partnership 
of Atlanta, a joint venture between The Integral Group and McCormack Baron & 
Associates another private developer, and the Atlanta Housing Authority. 
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At the time of our engagement in 1994, the 60-acre property contained 1,081 se-
verely distressed public housing units, 674 of which were occupied by households 
that had an average annual household income of $4,300. The remaining units were 
vacant and uninhabitable. Captive to the property was an elementary school that 
was the second poorest performing elementary school in the Atlanta Public School 
system (‘‘APS’’). APS was ranked near the bottom of school districts in a State that 
was ranked 49th in the country. At the time, the crime rate at Techwood/Clark 
Howell Homes was 35 times the average rate for violent crimes across Atlanta, 
which according to law enforcement reports was one of the most dangerous cities 
in America. Suffice it to say that, like many others, this site of concentrated poverty 
was a ripe breeding ground for producing young people that could never successfully 
compete at home or in this globalizing society. Over 50 percent of the residents of 
the projects were children and approximately 25 percent were senior citizens. Work-
ing adults were nearly non-existent despite the employment opportunities that ex-
isted down the street at Georgia Tech. 

The vision that we conceived for the new community that we would eventually 
create sought to answer one basic question: Is it possible to create a mixed-income 
(subsidized and market rate) community on the site such that people of reasonable 
means would choose to live there? We answered in the affirmative and set out to 
do so. At the outset, our public-private partnership adopted five strategic goals that 
addressed the public policy priorities, while employing sound private business prin-
ciples as the foundation for planning and implementing the vision, as follows: 

1. Leverage the Federal resources by attracting considerable local public re-
sources, private philanthropic funds, as well as private debt and equity capital, 
to finance, develop and manage a new mixed-income community that would be 
healthy and sustainable over the long term. 

2. Ensure that the development efforts positively impacted an area that was sig-
nificantly broader that the primary 60-acre site. 

3. Pursue a strategy to mainstream the public housing residents into the broader 
community, while providing counseling and other program support to help 
them in their transition toward self-sufficiency. 

4. Build the human transformation efforts on a foundation of education, job train-
ing and employment. 

5. Assist the Atlanta Housing Authority in achieving its own economic sustain-
ability by generating additional sources of income to complement the shrinking 
Federal funding. 

Centennial Place, the new community that was eventually created on the site, 
contains the following components: 

1. Mixed-income residential development, comprised of 738 multi-family rent-
al units and 45 homeownership units with a mix of public housing assisted 
households (40 percent), other low-income households (20 percent) and market 
rate households (40 percent); These components were financed using a com-
bination of Federal funds, private equity and private debt. Infrastructure im-
provements (i.e., upgrades to roads, sewers, etc.) were funded using previously 
allocated Federal resources, tax-exempt bonds and direct water, sewer and 
transportation allocations from the capital budgets of the city of Atlanta. 

2. A complement of coaching and counseling services delivered to youth, 
young adults and seniors in assisted households to facilitate the transition to 
self-sufficiency. 

3. Two early childhood development centers, operated by established service 
providers, and funded by private philanthropy; These centers offer crib to kin-
dergarten development services to all families; 

4. A new high performing public school offering a Math, Science and Tech-
nology theme, as well as an Arts program; This school represents a collabora-
tion between the private developer, AHA, the school system and Georgia Insti-
tute of Technology (Georgia Tech). 

5. A Family YMCA, funded primarily from private philanthropy, and operated 
by the Metro Atlanta YMCA. In addition to some private foundations, the 
YMCA enjoys the support of a number of anchor institutions that call the 
neighborhood home. 

6. Miscellaneous retail and other complementary uses that help to provide a 
quality of life experience; 

The results have been extremely positive. 
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1. The presence of the high-performing elementary school has supported the 
motto that great schools are essential to create for a great middle class neigh-
borhood. There has been an increase in the demand for housing in the 
school’s zone, and the outlook for real estate values is positive. For the first 
time in recent decades, with Georgia Tech and Techwood Homes/Centennial 
Place as next-door neighbors, a student that grew up on the 60-acre site has 
successfully matriculated to Georgia Tech. In fact, many of the students that 
went to Centennial Place Elementary School have since gone on to highly selec-
tive colleges and universities, including Princeton, Michigan, the schools at the 
Atlanta University Center and Howard. 

2. The members of the families that lived in community before the development, 
and were relocated, have seen significant improvement in the cir-
cumstances of the families receiving assistance, especially with respect to 
workforce participation and educational attainment, as attested to by academic 
studies conducted by Georgia Tech, Emory University and Georgia State Uni-
versity. Further, the ones that exercised their choice to live in Centennial Place 
saw even greater gains, particularly due to the presence of the excellent quality 
of life infrastructure (school, YMCA, etc.) that are now readily available and 
accessible to them. 

3. The significant reduction in the use and cost of public services (police, 
fire, social services, etc.) in the zone in which this site sits is well documented. 
The area’s safety is now on a par with safe neighborhoods throughout the city. 

4. Extensive private development activity in the surrounding area has taken 
place. Much of this development would not have taken place if Centennial 
Place (which represented (a) a break from the old model that concentrated pov-
erty, (b) the introduction of private sector involvement and market principles 
and (c) higher expectations and standards for personal responsibility) had not 
been created, or if some version of the old Techwood Homes (even with a face-
lift) remained. Within a two block distance south of the site, we have seen the 
development of the $300 million Georgia Aquarium, the $200 million-plus 
World of Coke Museum, the Children’s Museum, and Allen Plaza, the one mil-
lion square foot mixed-use development of high rise office buildings, hotels and 
condominiums. Other significant private development projects have been an-
nounced, including the planned National Center for Civil & Human Rights. 

5. To the north, Georgia Tech has removed the physical and psychological bar-
riers that have separated it from its southern neighbor for over 50 years. It 
is converting that corridor into its gateway to the campus. To the west, Coca 
Cola is expanding its headquarters and reaching out to the community, having 
made significant financial and other commitments to the school. 

6. The City and County have seen this very large tract of land (including the 
project site) placed on the tax rolls and now contributes to their tax 
base after decades of receiving no tax revenues from these parcels. 

7. In one of the ultimate signs of progress, the site and the census tract in 
which it sits is no longer considered ‘‘impacted’’ and eligible for the 
many public incentives for which those development areas typically qualify. 

In essence, most of the ingredients for economic sustainability are firmly in place. 
WHY CHOICE?—THE CASE 

Thus, if the answer to the overarching question of—‘‘Why the Choice Neighbor-
hood Initiative?’’ is not already obvious, it can be explained in the following way: 

1. Choice is built around the recognition that solutions should be developed lo-
cally and not at the Federal level. 

2. By virtue of the eligibility criteria, Choice ensures that grants are only award-
ed to those jurisdictions and communities in which the spirit of collaboration 
has been well cultivated and the critical planning and other ground work that 
results from such collaboration is evident before funding support is provided. 
This will surely reduce implementation timelines, though revitalization 
projects are still time-consuming undertakings. 

3. Many of the critical community building components that were discretionary 
under HOPE VI are mandatory under Choice. Those components tend to be di-
rected toward addressing the poor human condition that exists in many of the 
targeted communities, and which has been facilitated by public policy over dec-
ades. 

4. Under Choice, there is a clear recognition that public housing projects are not 
the only distressed developments where despair and concentrations of social 
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ills exist. In fact, in many communities, some of the other subsidized develop-
ments are in as bad a shape, or worse, than much of the public housing stock. 
Those developments are often responsible for retarding neighborhood recovery 
efforts. Appropriately, Choice offers local communities a chance to leverage 
critical Federal resources on a broader footprint, thereby expanding the revital-
ization impacts. 

5. Choice ensures that Federal funds are catalytic, and that the local govern-
ments are the primary source of the public funds necessary to address most 
of the infrastructure and service challenges that must be confronted, especially 
as the revitalization spreads to the surrounding neighborhood and requires fur-
ther public investment. 

6. Choice encourages local jurisdictions to seek out the best partners in the pri-
vate sector to help conceive and implement these very complex community de-
velopment plans that require attracting resources from private financial insti-
tutions. 

7. The stimulus effect that Choice funds can have on expanding the revitalization 
boundaries results in considerable temporary and permanent jobs that will be 
generated. 

CONCLUSION 
A minority of individuals has suggested that HOPE VI was not successful, and 

have gone even further to suggest that Choice is likely to yield the same results. 
Undoubtedly, they are measuring the wrong indicators or are not basing their judg-
ment from observations on the ground. I strongly argue that: 

1. Those individuals have not been talking to the many families that, though ini-
tially skeptical, have found themselves thriving after what proved to be a brief 
period outside of their comfort zone. Though the last few years have adversely 
impacted most families of all stripes, the financial condition of the households 
that relocated from the housing projects has improved dramatically since leav-
ing the extreme concentration of poverty in those old communities. Their chil-
dren are performing better in school and are more engaged generally. 

2. They have not been talking to the local business communities that now find 
opportunities for development and investment in large swatches of the City 
that, heretofore, had been considered off limits or undevelopable. 

3. They have not been talking to families that are moving into the neighborhoods 
because of the presence of a high-performing school. 

4. They have not been talking to the City and County governments that have 
used HOPE VI projects to de-concentrate poverty, resulting in the simulta-
neous reduction in the demand for public services and the increase in the con-
tribution to tax revenues in those areas of the City where such developments 
have been successfully undertaken, generally improving the livability of the 
City. 

5. They have not been talking to the public redevelopment agencies that have 
been able to use their economic development tools to drive and achieve mean-
ingful community economic development outcomes across the city by spon-
soring the expansion of this community development approach. 

6. They have not been talking to the investors and lenders that find these com-
munities to be places where they are able to perform responsible and profitable 
community investment and lending. 

The implementation of the Choice Neighborhood Initiative is not without risk, as 
it requires that the goals, objectives and funding of several Federal departments be 
aligned so that the aspirations articulated in Choice can be achieved. Those depart-
ments include Housing & Urban Development, Transportation, Education, Health & 
Human Services, among others. Ultimately, the community revitalization initiatives 
will be deemed successful when they remove the non-economic hurdles and re-en-
gage the private development marketplace on the primary site and in the sur-
rounding areas. 

It has been said that for every 1 percent increase in the high school graduation 
rate nationally, there is a $1 trillion increase in the country’s GDP over the life of 
those graduates. The result of replacing broken and isolated communities in our 
country with healthy, nurturing, connected and sustainable communities that un-
leash more of our human potential should be near the top of our priorities if we 
are serious about regaining our global competitiveness. 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MITCHELL J. LANDRIEU 
MAYOR, CITY OF NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA 

MARCH 27, 2012 

Chairman Menendez, on behalf of the citizens of New Orleans, I am honored to 
submit this written testimony for the Subcommittee’s consideration affirming the 
value of the Choice Neighborhood Initiative and the transformational impact it will 
have on the City of New Orleans. Thank you for affording me this opportunity. 

The Choice Neighborhoods Initiative takes an inspired step toward the way we 
should build our cities and the way government should act at the local, State and 
Federal levels. By working from a place-based perspective informed by on-the- 
ground realities of people, New Orleans is coordinating and targeting responsive in-
vestments for tangible outcomes that benefit its citizens. My administration has 
adopted the principles of ‘‘facilitate, link and leverage’’ for all projects and pro-
grams—and that’s exactly what the Choice Neighborhoods Implementation Grant 
will allow us to do in the Iberville/Treme Neighborhood. 

New Orleans has had significant history with Federal housing initiatives like 
HOPE VI, which transformed many of our public housing developments into new 
communities with their own unique character and design. And while we are pleased 
with the improved housing found at Faubourg Lafitte, Harmony Oaks and Columbia 
Park, we understand that these projects still followed a model of concentrated recon-
struction directly on the public housing sites. When the city of New Orleans re-
sponded to the NOFA for the Choice Neighborhoods Initiative Implementation 
Grant with its partner, the Housing Authority of New Orleans (HANO), we recog-
nized the immediate alignment of Choice Neighborhoods with our own approach to 
develop housing, neighborhoods and people in a holistic way. We knew this program 
would help the city of New Orleans redevelop the Iberville Housing site not only 
to benefit the citizens who will call that historic location home, but to benefit the 
city as a whole with targeted linkage to offsite projects we had begun, such as the 
recently completed Armstrong Park and the planned Lafitte Greenway that will link 
Iberville across town to City Park. We were proud and excited by the $30.5 million 
Choice Neighborhoods Award, even more so by the fact that we can leverage over 
$1 billion in private, nonprofit, and other investments into the community. 

Essentially, what the Choice Neighborhoods Initiative has allowed us to do that 
no previous Federal grant program had, is use public housing re-development as the 
launching pad to link and leverage other Federal and local investments—to go be-
yond the footprint of the public housing development and transform the whole 
neighborhood with infill housing, blight removal, infrastructure and parks. I am 
hard pressed to remember any time when a Federal program and local development 
strategy were so well appointed to work together. It seems that our administration 
was putting the principles of Choice Neighborhood on the ground before we even 
knew about the grant. 

One example is the work between the city and our schools, which we see as a key 
component in our plan for community revitalization. Our application brought the 
City, the Housing Authority and the Recovery School District together to act as con-
tractual partners, for the first time, with a mutual goal of improving the lives of 
residents in the Iberville development and the surrounding community. We are 
working with the Recovery School District to see that our schools build strong com-
munities and our communities build strong schools. New schools for both the Recov-
ery School District and the Orleans Parish School Board are being constructed 
under a $1.8 billion dollar settlement from FEMA. Lagniappe Academies, a new K– 
12 charter school modeled after nationally renowned Amistad Academy, is inten-
tionally located in Iberville/Treme to serve students from the Iberville and Lafitte 
housing developments. 

The Recovery School District commits in its Reform Plan within 5 years to: 1) de-
velop teacher and school leader effectiveness; 2) implement comprehensive instruc-
tional reform strategies; 3) extend learning and teacher planning time and create 
community-oriented schools; and 4) provide operating flexibility, and sustained sup-
port as recommended by the U.S. Department of Education’s Title 1 Improvement 
Strategy. The Choice Neighborhood study area will benefit greatly from these tar-
gets once they are achieved. 

With housing as a primary driver of the Choice Neighborhood Initiative, the city 
of New Orleans and HANO are committed to replacing all of the current 821 public 
housing units and fulfilling the promise to de-concentrate poverty and increase 
housing choice for our lowest-income residents. Moreover, the Choice Neighborhoods 
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program continues the tradition of HOPE IV’s commitment to residents through job 
training, education, and assistance moving to self-sufficiency—and expands into 
linkages with our public and charter school systems—to make concerted change that 
will last into the future—not just the duration of the grant. This change will also 
occur through the ultimate build out of over 2,000 total units across the Choice 
Neighborhood area. 

The Choice Neighborhoods investment offers the opportunity to link housing re- 
development with our work to revitalize health care access and public safety strate-
gies. When you look closely, you will see that there is hardly any municipal effort 
that is not connected to our Choice Neighborhood physically or programmatically. 
As a laboratory of innovation, New Orleans will use this experience to instruct us 
on enhancing every neighborhood. 

Beyond housing, there are many ways Washington is helping the city of New Or-
leans lean forward to leverage the Choice Neighborhood Initiative, such as sup-
porting our efforts to plan a premier medical district with the Veteran’s Administra-
tion and University Medical Center as anchors. Such districts have been key in revi-
talizing cities like Philadelphia, Birmingham, and St. Louis. For New Orleans, the 
opportunity to link this investment with our Choice Neighborhood Initiative train-
ing and employment goals is one example of how Choice Neighborhoods is allowing 
us to become the city we want to be by fulfilling the promise for livelihood in our 
community. In doing so, we take advantage of ever increasingly scarce government 
funds to strategically leverage private resources. 

We appreciate that at the Federal Government level, you are working to link and 
leverage your systems and programs as well. The city of New Orleans plans to take 
full advantage of your connective programing by applying for a Promise Neighbor-
hoods Grant from the Department of Education, targeting the Treme neighborhood 
within our Choice Neighborhood area. We also look forward to implementing our 
Public Safety Enhancement strategy, provided to Choice Neighborhood grantees by 
the Department of Justice Byrne Grant. We have also been able to target our Com-
munity Oriented Policing Strategy (COPS) grant funding from the Department of 
Justice to the Treme neighborhood. 

We are a city that cares about design. In fact, it is a passion of ours. Within the 
Choice Neighborhood boundaries of Broad Street, Tulane Avenue, Rampart Street, 
and St. Bernard Avenue, our housing development will meet the high design stand-
ard for which New Orleans is universally known. Like the French Quarter and the 
musical heart of Treme, the design of every element of our new developments will 
be defined by their contexts, maintaining the best physical qualities of the Iberville 
development and its surroundings as blending across the blocks of neighborhoods 
known for their unique feel. The bottom line is wherever we build; we will task the 
design to attract market rate tenants to live seamlessly next to public housing resi-
dents. 

Although we have not yet broken ground on the Iberville site, there already is 
demonstrated private activity and interest in the area. A privately owned theater, 
the Joy, has been brought back to life and a national grocer is looking to open a 
new site in the Choice Neighborhoods area are just a few of the signs that new pri-
vate investment interest is stirring in the Choice Neighborhoods neighborhood. 

If nothing else, this testimony should affirm that we, in New Orleans have an am-
bitious plan to improve the lives of the residents and revitalize the neighborhoods 
through the Choice Neighborhoods initiative. We will demonstrate results in a fairly 
short period of time. But achieving both near- and long-term goals will require sig-
nificant spending. This is a partnership and New Orleans CNI is dependent upon 
Federal as well as State and City resources to stimulate investment across the tar-
get area. However, as you know, Federal funding is shrinking. 

In the 2012 enacted Federal budget, the reduction in the HOME program resulted 
in the city of New Orleans annual HOME funds being reduced by over 70 percent 
and cuts to the Community Development Block Grant Program reduced our annual 
allocation by nearly 40 percent. These cuts are occurring in the face of increasing 
demand for affordable housing in New Orleans. This is the same pool from which 
the city of New Orleans had targeted investments in the Choice Neighborhood area. 

Governments have no choice but to reexamine how they deliver services and in-
vest their scarce resources. Choice Neighborhoods is the type of Federal program 
that might serve as a model for all government programs to achieve that goal, but 
we must move forward with eyes wide open about the needs of our citizens, the ca-
pacity of our resources, and this amazing window of opportunity we have in New 
Orleans to facilitate, link and leverage. 
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